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Gilmore said she’s missed the social aspects of having in-person classes and is looking forward to that being a possibility during her senior year. Matthew Young / The Breeze

By ELEANOR WEBER
The Breeze

An announcement sent out March 31
by President Jonathan Alger informed
the JMU community that the university
will be returning in person for the
fall 2021 semester after a decisionmaking process by administration.

In the announcement, Alger said he
anticipates a safe return in the fall after
seeing a decrease in COVID-19 cases
and an increase in vaccine availability.
“We know that the heart of the JMU
experience involves interpersonal
interactions in and outside of
the classroom,” Alger said in the
announcement. “We want to maximize

“I knew they’d go back. It was expected

— they tried to go back this past fall. We
are a university built on relationships
and that undergrad experience, so the
in-person [format] makes sense. It’s
part of what we do well.”
Adrienne Hooker
Assistant professor in the School of Media Arts and Design

those opportunities for all of our
students.”
Mary-Hope
Vass,
director
of
communications
and
university
spokesperson, said the university
is making decisions to return based
on guidance outlined by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Virginia Department of
Health (VDH) in the coming weeks and
months.
“The entire university community is
eager to return to [the] pre-pandemic
campus environment and with
appropriate health precautions that is
unfolding this fall,” Vass said. “So much
of what JMU is known for is in-person
instruction, collaboration and support
between faculty and students. While
innovations have been made during the
pandemic, we are all eager to begin inperson classes and interactions that are
done in a safe manner.”
Vass also said isolation space and
testing will continue to be available into
the fall semester as the campus returns
to an in-person atmosphere.
Olivia Gilmore, junior elementary

education major, said she saw the
news as a positive after reading the
announcement.
“I’m really excited for in-person
classes,” Gilmore said. “It will be a way to
get outside instead of sitting in the house
all day looking at a computer screen. It’ll
be a way for people to get some exercise
by walking to class as well.”
Gilmore also said she’s missed the
social aspects of having in-person classes
and is looking forward to that being a
possibility during her senior year.
“I think I’ll be able to make more
relationships with my professors and
students while in the classroom,”
Gilmore said. “It’s been a lot harder to
do that over Zoom.”
While some are excited about the
news, some faculty have concerns
about JMU’s plans to return in person.
Adrienne Hooker, assistant professor in
the School of Media Arts and Design,
said she’s waiting to see how the
administration plans on handling the
return to campus.
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“I knew they’d go back,” Hooker said.
“It was expected — they tried to go back
this past fall. We are a university built
on relationships and that undergrad
experience, so the in-person [format]
makes sense. It’s part of what we do
well.”

junior elementary education major

Hooker said that the administration
needs to communicate better with
its faculty and staff and to consider
other people in the JMU “family”
rather than just the students. She
said it could be beneficial to consider
which classes would work better in a
“2D” virtual world next fall, and which
classes need a “3D” in-person format.
“It’s a tough situation, but it can be
handled better,” Hooker said. “There’s
no good way back [to going in-person],
but I want to see the administration at
least make more effort in trying to go
back a good way.”

Hooker said she knows students are struggling right now, but so are faculty and staff who often aren’t
considered a priority in decision making. Breeze file photo

BreezeVideo

CONTACT Eleanor Weber at weberea@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage
of JMU and Harrisonburg news,
follow the news desk on Twitter @
BreezeNewsJMU.

The Breeze

Hooker said she sees the transition to
in-person classes going better this time
because of vaccines, and she wants
to see the administration do more in
making sure faculty and students get
vaccines before returning. She said
she’s in support of the faculty senate
resolution that outlines a plan requiring
everyone to be vaccinated before
returning in the fall.
“I’m frustrated as a faculty member on
how they are helping get vaccinations to
faculty, staff and, ultimately students,”
Hooker said.
The usual slump that’s seen during
this time every year has only gotten
worse, Hooker said. The lack of a solid
break for not only students, Hooker
said, but also faculty and staff has
created harmful impacts like burnout
and lowered morale. Faculty hardly
got a break over the summer of 2020

@BreezeNewsJMU

Olivia Gilmore

@thebreezenews

“I’m really excited
for in-person classes.
It will be a way to get
outside instead of
sitting in the house
all day looking at a
computer screen.
It’ll be a way for
people to get some
exercise by walking
to class as well.”

while dealing with teaching during a
pandemic, Hooker said.
“I love my job, and I love what I
do,” Hooker said. “I have a passion
for this, but when you feel like your
administration sees you as a cog in the
system, it’s disappointing.”
Hooker said she knows students are
struggling right now, but so are faculty
and staff who often aren’t considered
a priority in decision making. When
looking forward to the fall, Hooker said
she expects an adjustment while faculty
and students begin working in person
again.
“There’s going to be an adjustment
period, of course,” Hooker said.
“Remembering that you need to have
time to get dressed, find parking and
get to the physical place will take some
getting used to. It’s the realization
of, ‘Oh, yeah, that’s how we usually
operate.’”
Hooker said that the social and
emotional
interactions
between
people transitioning back to in-person
education will be challenging and
needs to be approached carefully and
directly. She said that in-person classes
will likely improve morale overall, but
she urged the administration to take
better steps to ensure a safe and smart
return.

breezejmu.org
Thursday, April 8, 2021

Hooker said that the social and emotional interactions between people transitioning back to in-person education will be challenging and needs to be approached carefully and directly. Breeze file photo
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Waitlist or Walk-in?

NEWS

Students travel to Danville to receive COVID-19 vaccination
As COVID-19 vaccine rollouts progress
throughout Virginia, many students have
begun to search for ways to get vaccinated
as quickly as possible.
As of April 2, the Central Shenandoah
Health District has moved into Phase 1C
of the vaccine rollout process. Prior to this,
the health district had been in Phase 1B
since Jan. 18. Phase 1B included frontline
essential workers, people between the
ages of 16 and 64 with underlying health
conditions, adults 65 and older and those
who live in homeless shelters, migrant
camps or correctional facilities. Phase 1C
allows essential workers not included in
phase 1B to be vaccinated.
For the majority of students, this
means they didn’t qualify to receive the
COVID-19 vaccine in Harrisonburg until
recently.
However, some health districts in the
state moved to 1C earlier than the Central
Shenandoah Health District.
In the Pittsylvania/Danville Health
District, the switch to Phase 1C on March
16 led to an influx of out-of-towners
attending a Community Vaccination Clinic
in the city of Danville, believing that the
clinic was accepting walk-ins due to a
surplus of doses.
Jane Clare Elliot, a freshman marketing
major, was one of the many college

students vaccinated in Danville by walkin.
“I heard about the Danville vaccine
clinic through many club and class group
chats; everyone was circling the word
around,” Elliot said. “I also heard about it
because I am from southern Virginia.”
Elliot said she was encouraged by clinic
staff members to inform others about the
clinic.
“They told us to share the news of the
clinic with everyone we knew,” Elliot said.
“Everyone we talked to was so excited to
see students getting vaccinated.”
However, in a joint press release March
24, the Virginia Department of Health and
the Virginia Department of Emergency
Management urged people not to travel
to other parts of the state to attend
Community Vaccine Clinics.
“Today, the Virginia Department of
Emergency Management and the VDH
announced that only those individuals
who receive an appointment or invitation
to attend a Community Vaccination
Center event will be permitted inside to be
vaccinated,” the statement from the VDH
said. “No walk-ins will be accepted at this
time.”
Cathryn Molloy, a writing, rhetoric and
technical communication professor, said
students should take a different approach
in seeking out COVID-19 vaccines. She
said one of her students received her
vaccine by being put on a waitlist for

instances in which someone didn’t show up
to their appointment or the vaccine would
otherwise be wasted.
“I think figuring out how to get yourself
on those waiting lists for leftover doses is a
great tactic,” said Molloy. “The other thing to
do is wait until the vaccine is more widely

Thursday, April 8, 2021

available and continue to take the precautions that have been recommended all along.”
CONTACT Gia Yoder at yodergg@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Elliot said clinic staff members encouraged her to tell others about the opportunity to get
vaccinated in Danville. Christine Brady / The Breeze
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NEW STUDIES FIND THAT 3 FEET OF
SOCIAL DISTANCING IS ACCEPTABLE
By MEGHAN LEE
contributing writer

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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CONTACT Meghan Lee at lee3md@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

@BreezeNewsJMU

on school buses. Some changes within the
school campuses include installing highefficiency particulate absorbing filters
and creating outdoor learning spaces to
accommodate social distancing.
Additionally, Richards said the Board
will continue to update its COVID-19
dashboard, require masks and create
a “culture of shared responsibility” in
reducing the spread. Richards considers
this plan as being a “significant step toward
the ‘normal’ we all miss.”
The Virginia Department of Health
(VDH) along with the Virginia Department
of Education (VDOE), have released their
strategy for opening up schools based on
the new studies.
The VDH and VDOE recommend in this
new strategy to maximize social distancing
to “the greatest extent possible” with at
least 3 feet of social distancing except
during certain activities, such as eating and
playing sports, where 6 feet of distancing is
necessary.
In addition to changes in social
distancing
guidelines,
the
VDH
recommends using “layered prevention
strategies,” including continuing to
promote hand hygiene, cleaning facilities
and contact tracing as well as isolation
and quarantine. Laura Kornegay, VDH
District Health Director, said this guidance
is based on the retrospective cohort study
by the Clinical Infectious Diseases Journal.
“Even this study speaks to the many
layered prevention strategies … that are
i m p o r t a nt f o r p re v e nt i n g t h e s p re a d
o f C O V I D - 19 i n s c h o o l s a n d o t h e r
s e t t i n g s ,” Ko r n e gay s a i d . “ Wi t h t h i s
new g u i d a n c e , w e a r e b a l a n c i n g t h e
i mp o r t a nt goal of getting kids back
in school w ith the i m p o r t a n t g o a l o f
preventing disease transmission.”

@thebreezenews

Over a year since schools shut down,
parents, teachers and students in the
community are eager to be fully back
in person. But there’ve been many
restrictions barring schools from being at
full capacity, such as the 6 feet of social
distancing
originally
recommended
by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). According to a study by
the Clinical Infectious Diseases Journal,
there’s no difference in transmission of
COVID-19 between 3 and 6 feet of social
distancing.
The study states that “increasing
physical distancing requirements from 3
to 6 feet in school settings is not associated
with a reduction in SARS-CoV-2 cases
among students or staff, provided other
mitigation measures, such as universal
masking, are implemented.”
Michael Richards, superintendent of
Harrisonburg City Public Schools, said in
regard to these new findings that “schools
can’t open 6 feet apart — you just can’t; it’s
not possible.”
Richards noted that transportation was a
particularly challenging issue of the many
faced in an effort to maintain 6 feet of
social distancing.
“Transportation has been a significant
challenge,” Richards said. “[We were
putting] maybe 12 kids on a bus per day
… That may be fine in a wealthy part of
the country … but that doesn’t count for
Harrisonburg.”
The Harrisonburg City School Board’s
laid out its plan to proceed for the rest
of the school year, with elementary and
middle school students returning to
school in person April 26. There have been
several changes implemented around
the schools in an effort to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 as students return.
Addressing transportation issues, there
will now be two students per seat allowed
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Elementary and middle school students will return to school in person April 26. Matt Young / The Breeze
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A look into how the internet and pandmic has
changed live music, for bettter or for worse
By SHENNAN O’DAY
WXJM
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WXJM

Live music has always defined itself as exactly that:
live. For most of music history, concert production
has relied on the physical presence of other people to
attend shows in order to yield financial profit, provide
exposure to someone or something, and to provide
entertainment for patrons.
“Live: adjective: Characterized by or indicating the
presence of living creatures. Of a person: energetic;
alert; full of life, energy or activity.”
Some concerts are conservative, requiring assigned
seats and behavioral restrictions to audience
members such as limitations to audio/video
recordings, cheering or even standing during certain
parts of the show. These types of restrictive concerts
are most common for classical music performances
and can be varied among other genres. Other types
of concerts can be quite interactive, with many artists
even encouraging fans to climb on stage with them
to jump off and crowd surf. The level of involvement
between an artist and the audience depends on the
genre, venue and culture of their fanbase. Either way,
a concert is only a concert if there’s an audience.
Virtual concerts existed far before the pandemic
began, tracing back to when Duran Duran became the
first major band to host a virtual concert on Second
Life in 2006. Although the pandemic played a massive
role in the development of online concerts and artist
promotion, the internet can be credited as one of the
largest pivotal assets in the industry. The internet is a
controversial resource within the music industry, and
it’s unequivocally changed the concert experience as
a whole. While it may provide a platform for artists to
get their work out, it can also be an opportunity for
people to illegally take advantage of artists in the form
of piracy, ticket scalping, bootlegging, or unwanted
exposure. The persistence of those unwilling to spend
money on entertainment has hurt the industry as a
whole.
Social media’s encouraged people to document
almost all special events. This can be distracting for
the performer and cause audience members to pay
less attention to the concert and more attention to
their phones. While some may prefer to be on and

off their phones during a concert, it undoubtedly
changes the experience and can result in music being
illegally uploaded to social media.
Alternatively, the cultural norm of illegal music
uploads can benefit some artists. In 2004, the internet
helped its first band go viral when a fan uploaded
“Beneath the Boardwalk”, a collection of 18 demo
tracks by Arctic Monkeys, onto Myspace. The curiosity
that formed behind the band sent their debut album
to the charts and also set the record for the fastest
selling debut album in the U.K., topping The Beatles.
Even today, the internet provides a space for artists
to become famous overnight. Justin Bieber, Shawn
Mendes, Rebecca Black, Ed Sheeran, Billie Eilish and
countless others have built careers on the foundation
of the internet, primarily with YouTube and social
media.
Using the internet provides immediate access to
the industry but doing so causes a dirwith social
media. This association can make artists seem less
like musicians and more like cultural entertainers.
It’s likely that if you attended a concert prior to the
development of the internet, you had only seen
photos of the artist, and possibly only from their
album cover. Now when attending a concert, fans
presumably follow the artists social media and know
things about them on a personal level, possibly
including their diets, pets, families, house designs
and their beauty or fitness regimens.
Prior to the internet consumers didn’t care as much
about overall persona and image in comparison to
how much they cared about the music. If you wanted
to see what an artist was all about, you had to go to
their concert. The mystery behind the artist is part
of what made concerts seem enticing and exclusive,
much like the way Kiss, Blue Man Group, and Sia hide
their public identities today. Artists never want to
turn into the next internet meme or face scrutiny for
a less than perfect performance, so live autotune has
become more common, even on competition-based
shows such as America’s Got Talent. Live autotune
ruins the legitimacy of an artist’s talent and allows
for less qualified contenders to appear more capable
than they actually are, making it more difficult for
qualified musicians to get recognized.

Without the internet, it was much more difficult for
artists to promote their music and tours. Television
and radio features were reserved for the most
famous artists, leaving smaller artists to rely on
local promotion to get the word out. Venues almost
always had box offices where people had to go to
receive their tickets if they didn’t want to put in a
mail order. The physical requirement of going to the
box office added even more exclusivity to the concert
experience, especially if it was for a popular show.
The platform in which individuals enjoy live music
is purely preference-based and there’s no “right”
way to enjoy something. The industry’s always
changing, standards of excellence are always being
redefined and newness is inevitable. The “live” lines
of concerts is always up for debate, and whether or
not it should be defined as a physical experience is
opinion-based. Perspectives determine opinions,
and sometimes they even have the power to alter
them and allow you to redefine your live music
experience.
“Live, adverb: (of a radio or television program) at
the moment of its happening or being performed;
not on tape or by prerecording.”
CONTACT Shennan O’Day at rober2ws@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more Dead Possum content check
out @wxjmdeadpossum on instagram or email
to wxjmdp@gmail.com.
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Breaking COVID-19 guidelines hurts people of color more than anyone else

Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A "Much-respect" pat to
all the retail workers putting
in hours late at night.

The Breeze

From someone who needs to
eat dinner late.

A “What-were-youthinking?” dart to my
professor for canceling the
last class before a quiz.

BreezeVideo

From someone who needed
to ask questions and prepare.

JULIA CHENG | just julia

COVID-19
data
has
shown
that
different races
are at varying
degrees of risks
of death from
the virus. Black
Americans are
at a risk of dying
from COVID-19
that’s
3.5
times
higher
than
white
Americans. Hispanic and Black Americans
are twice as likely to test positive compared to
non-Hispanic White individuals.
With other countries opening up due to
consistently low numbers of cases, many
Americans have grown unsympathetic
toward COVID-19 restrictions, and white
people are least likely to wear masks,
according to a study from the University of
Southern California. Forty-six percent of
white people wear a mask “while in close
contact with people from other households”
compared to 67% of Black people, according
to the study.
Most anti-mask protests have had an
overwhelming number of white participants,
which matches the USC study. It’s no surprise
that systemic racism has even reached
COVID-19, and white anti-maskers are
examples of white privilege being displayed.
A study by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) states that

COVID-19 “was the third leading cause of
death in the U.S.” in 2020. Rochelle Walensky,
CDC director, said during a White House
COVID-19 Response team briefing last
week that deaths related to COVID-19 were
higher among minority groups than white
Americans. Again, the overall death rates
were highest among Black people, as well as
Native American people.
COVID-19 has also resulted in an
increase of renters being at risk for eviction.
Historically, Black and Hispanic women with
families are at a higher risk of facing eviction,
according to the MacArthur Foundation, and
the pandemic has reinforced that narrative.
Eviction's also associated with adults who
have poor health, according to Health Affairs.
The pandemic has obviously taken a toll on
Americans’ health, and those already living
with health conditions are at a higher risk of
dying from COVID-19.
Being evicted could increase the risk of
getting COVID-19, as it commonly leads
to overcrowding in other households
and homelessness, according to Clark
Merrefield’s Eviction: The physical, financial
and mental health consequences of losing
your home. As mentioned before, Black and
Hispanic women with families are at a higher
risk of being evicted, and Black people are at
the highest risk of dying from the virus.
When the pandemic first began,
Black Americans had a rate of 16.7% of
unemployment compared to 14.2% of white
Americans, according to NewsOne. Now,
although the rate is lower, Black Americans

have a rate of 10.2% and white Americans
have a rate of 5.2% — half of the rate for Black
Americans. Additionally, 4.28 million Black
Americans are unemployed out of the 41.99
million Black people in the country. While
this number improved from the 7.01 million
unemployed in the spring of 2020, it’s still a
large number, especially when compared
to the total Black population in the United
States.
With the distribution of COVID-19
vaccines, the number of cases is going down
in the U.S. According to NewsOne, white
individuals are 2.2 times more likely to be
vaccinated. Only 1.14% of Black Americans
are being vaccinated compared to 2.5% of
white individuals. While some Americans are
hesitant about receiving the vaccine, Black
Americans may not have access to the same
resources.
It’s extremely frustrating to see the Black
community being disproportionately
affected by COVID-19, and as someone
who’s followed COVID-19 restrictions, I hope
that my efforts have helped to keep others
safe.
As Americans, we need to stand together and
refuse selfish ideals like being an anti-masker
or anti-vaxxer and help protect the citizens
of our country. Hopefully, as more and more
people get vaccinated, we can slowly get back
to the way things were before the pandemic.
Julia Cheng is a freshman media arts and
design major. Contact Julia at chengjm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

A “No-Thanks!” dart to my
landlord for trying to match
me with guys who party
every week.

breezejmu.org

From someone who wants to
stay healthy and safe.

A “Congrats!” pat to
everyone who made it this
far in the semester.
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From someone who's proud
of you!

Certain races break COVID guidelines more often.

Disregarding restrictions harms vulnerable groups. Photos by Matt Young / The Breeze

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Songs
of violence
@breezejmu

Much of popular music contains intense language. Unsplash / Blocks

@TheBreezeOp
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Violent messages in
music are dealt with
through media literacy

BreezeVideo

It’s up to the listener to decide what to do with the messages in their music. Unsplash / Adrian Korte

MCKINLEY MIHAILOFF | contributing writer
listeners to decide what to do with these
messages.
Music rating systems, such as Parental
Advisory Labels, have been put in place in
order to alert consumers about explicit song
content, which holds artists and producers
accountable for the content they release.
Any increased adrenaline that may come
from incessantly streaming intense or violent
music is an effect of media consumption — a
responsibility that falls to the listener. To try
and blame musicians for feelings of anger
or psychological responses that come from
their music is a disjointed type of fingerpointing.
So much of our internet-charged lives
are up to our own discretion. Audience
responsibility can’t be overstated in an
internet and media era where anything that
can be read, seen or listened to is available
in seconds.
This all boils down to the grasp of media
literacy in consumers at large. While one
would be hard-pressed to find anyone who
subscribes to the idea that media is perfectly
received by everyone exactly the way it’s

transmitted, it isn’t outlandish to think a
single song could trigger such a response
from listeners if there’s a lack of literacy.
The simple inability to distinguish
credible sources runs parallel to not being
able to take at face value extreme messaging
in music. In other words, it’s one thing for a
song to encourage violence, and it’s another
thing entirely for a consumer to listen and
react with violence based on that.
Without the tools that come with
proper media literacy, the possibility for
misinterpretation to be believed as truth is a
dire issue that cannot be brushed aside.
There will always be violent music, and
there will always be calls to action. Whether
or not anyone stands up or listens to messages
such as these falls back on being able to
distinguish credibility. And distinguishing
credibility — that all starts with the person
consuming the content.
McKinley Mihailoff is a first year
International Affairs and Media Arts &
Design double major. Contact McKinley
at mihailmx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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It’s no secret that music shapes hours of
people’s lives. But with the non-stop input of
music, is there a line when it comes to the
messages musicians spread, namely when
those are violent messages?
March 12, 2021, American artist Machine
Gun Kelly released a collaborative song with
internet personality Corpse Husband titled
“Daywalker.” The song and accompanying
video have been described as “grippingly
intense,” which is an understatement.
Along with the hot-blooded opening lines
— “Punch that motherfucker in the face, You
hated what he said, right? Beat his ass, leave
him at the stoplight” — There are two refrains
where the word “fight” is chanted twelve
times in sync to the pop-punk backing track.
The song grabbed the 88th spot on the
Billboard Hot 100, and since its release, the
video has raked in over 8 million views. With
songs like “Daywalker” pulling millions
of streams and garnering attention on
social media, the question of musician’s
responsibility has resurfaced.
Musicians need to take ownership of
the messages they send, but it’s up to the

breezejmu.org

If a musician
called
for
fans to incite
v i o l e n c e
through their
lyrics, it seems
obvious that no
one’s natural
reaction would
be to start a
fight — thanks
to
media
literacy, which
is “the skills needed to critically analyze and
interpret media messages,” according to
the advocacy organization Media Literacy
Now. Without being able to decipher the
media-dominated world at our fingertips,
extreme messaging in music would become
an epidemic.
Streaming music has become an integral
part of everyday life. When sitting in a
classroom or walking around campus, people
are often sporting wireless headphones and
focusing on what’s coming from the tiny
devices, rather than anything around them.
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DIVERS FY MODELS
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Representation of all groups by clothing companies is important. Unsplash / Gemma Chua-Tran

Brands need to start advertising models that represet their customers
RACHEL GORDON | contributing writer
V i c t o r i a’s
Secret
only
recently hired
its first plussized
model
in 2019, and
the brand still
continues
to
promote
its
thin caucasion
models. While
the
fashion
industry
has
come a long
way in recent years, there’s still much more
progress to be made. Many women are tired
of seeing brands present such narrow ideas
of what it looks like to be beautiful.
Brands’ refusal to modernize their image
with a diverse range of models will only
hurt their business as today’s consumers

turn to more body-positive brands. This
is exemplified through Victoria’s Secret’s
decrease in profits following Chief Marketing
Officer Ed Razek’s 2018 interview with
Vogue magazine where he claimed people
weren’t interested in seeing plus-sized or
transgender models. Following outcry across
social media, Razek stepped down from
his position, even though the damage had
already been done. Apologies and promises
to hire diverse models only to reconcile with
consumers are cheap.
For too long, brands have reinforced the
idea that beauty is only found in sizes 00 to 2.
The assumption that women aren’t
interested in seeing a wider range of
body types isn’t sensible, as all women
deserve to feel represented. Media plays an
enormous role in promoting the message
that a woman’s worth is based solely on
her appearance. It’s shameful for brands

to encourage women to idealize models
whose so-called “perfection” has only been
achieved through Photoshop.
In reality, hardly any women look like the
coveted Victoria’s Secret Angels. A study
conducted by the International Journal of
Fashion Design, Technology and Education
found that the average American woman
wears between a size 16 to 18. Yet, models
start to be cast as “plus sized” at size 6.
Models aren’t representative of the real
people they’re used to promote products
to. It’s time brands start showing women
of all different sizes, skin colors, ages and
disabilities because all are beautiful.
Aerie, an American Eagle Outfitters brand,
is committed to inclusivity, empowerment
and body positivity. Their admirable
marketing’s proven to be a great success
thus far — a much more profitable business
strategy than competitor Victoria’s Secret.

Aerie’s website includes a diverse range
of smiling models — much more inviting
than the starved, smoldering Angels. The
#AerieReal campaign was launched in
2014, promoting the brand’s commitment
to Photoshop-free images of their models
along with the slogan, “The real you is sexy.”
The younger generations have supported
the rise of brands with the same commitments
as Aerie while leaving behind those like
Victoria’s Secret. This shift toward diversity and
inclusivity is a great step forward for today’s
young girls who are increasingly exposed to
media. The immense amount of pressure to
look a certain way can be extremely harmful,
which is why it’s important to support those
brands that combat beauty stereotypes.
Rachel Gordon is a freshman media arts
and design major. Contact Rachel at
gordo3re@dukes.jmu.edu
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Second-rate
service
The rapid increase in popularity of streaming
services hasn’t led to them becoming better
LIZ RICCIO | rags to riccio

Steaming services have achieved great success without improving. Unsplash / Giordano Rossoni

may not want to watch. If Netflix could
remove more unpopular shows instead of
removing the few hits, they could generate
the same profit while keeping viewers
satisfied. Netflix also has many shows in
production but has unfortunately only
added a few winners within the year that
the pandemic started. Simply releasing
short trailers for upcoming shows would
be a way to satiate subscribers between
releases.
Streaming services could also offer
ways to make streaming social. A great
addition to these sites would be a watch
party feature. There are many independent
watch party websites and extensions,
but providing an in-app virtual gathering
experience would see exponential use.
Hulu recently added this option in an
online-only format and offers a myriad of
shows and movies for up to seven users
to watch together. Although this feature
has been successful so far, Tech Times, an
international technology and health news

site, reports that “it is only offered to users
18 and above and who pay for the same
subscription.” Other services should take a
page from Hulu’s book and correct pitfalls
like these in order to create successful app
extensions.
This is also the perfect time for these
websites to experiment with user interface.
They can update their site design for select
users for a short period of time, collect
feedback and implement the change
permanently if it’s deemed effective. Why
not experiment with ways to improve user
experience when the world’s attention is
in the palm of these streaming services’
hands? The pandemic’s given these
streaming services the perfect time to step
up their game in show and movie offerings,
user interface, promotions, deals, social
experimentation and more.

@TheBreezeOp

According to Fox Business, Netflix gained
over 15 million subscribers in the first
quarter of 2020 alone, while Hulu, Disney+,
and HBO Max have also seen a steady
increase in subscriptions. One would think
that this rapid uptick in subscriptions
may result in streaming services rushing
to add new shows, re-design their user
interface or offer new deals, promotions
or partnerships, but these services seem to
have fallen short. Beyond already existing
deals and partnerships, most streaming
services haven’t promoted anything new
or innovative during a time in which all
eyes are on them. If streaming services
don’t up their game while the pandemic
lasts, it’ll be a massive missed opportunity.
There are many ways these services
could appease subscribers while making
more profit. Netflix removes shows and
movies and adds new ones at the end of
each month. This has begun to frustrate
viewers, as the company frequently pulls
off popular shows only to replace them
with shows and movies that many people

@breezejmu

February
officially marks
one year since
the explosion
of COVID-19’s
outbreak in the
U.S. The past
year has been
difficult
for
everyone; not
being able to
see friends and
family or go out
as usual has left millions feeling isolated
and exhausted. Most socially distanced
activities that allowed people to feel a
semblance of normalcy — specifically
outdoor events — became difficult to
enjoy as the weather got colder. With this
new loss of the minimal social activity
that COVID-19 has allowed for, many are
unsure of where to go from here.
One of the most common solutions for
entertainment throughout this pandemic
has been to turn to streaming services.

Liz Riccio is a Media arts and Design
and Psychology major. Contact Liz at
riccioem@dukes.jmu.edu.
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‘Degraded

& disgusted’
By CHARLOTTE MATHERLY
The Breeze

Reports of anti-Asian violence have flooded
the news in recent weeks. Anti-racist activism
took social media by storm once again, but like
Black Lives Matter, many efforts to help have
already faded.
The Breeze spoke to Asian-American
students, professors and graduates about how
racism affects them — both in their daily lives
and at JMU.
The token minority
Although anti-Asian hate has spiked since the
beginning of the pandemic, it hit especially close
to home for one JMU alumnus when a particular
video surfaced — one of an elderly Asian woman
in San Francisco who was attacked on the street
and fought back.
For Tran Truong (’20), that moment hurt the
most.
Truong is Vietnamese, and while he’s seen
discrimination before, the video made him think
of his grandmother and the possibility that she
could be harmed simply for the color of her skin.
“I don’t know how to explain my hurtness,”

Truong said. “I never felt so lost and, like,
degraded and disgusted.”
For a while now, Truong has used his platform
on Instagram to advocate for others while
promoting fitness and self-love. After seeing
the video, he went on Canva and designed
an infographic detailing some of the recent
aggressions toward Asians and how people
could help. Twenty minutes later, he was
receiving donations from his followers.
Truong partnered with his employer, Adobe.
The company was already advertising that it
would match any donations made by employees,
and he ended up raising over $8,000.
He said the anti-Asian violence in the news
recently, like the mass shootings in Atlanta, have
had an effect on his mental health — but he’s
dealt with it his entire life. Being both Asian and
gay, Truong said he’s a “double minority.” He
said that, like many Asian people, he was taught
to be a people pleaser and to not speak up.
“I knew at an early age what it felt like to be
censored,” Truong said. “You’re taught to …
swallow it and don’t say anything. You just go
with the flow.”
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JMU’s Asian community
discusses discrimination, diversity

Truong said he’s a “double minority” and learned early in his life not to make trouble. Now, he’s using his
platform on Instagram to speak out against hate. Photo courtesy of Tran Truong

Truong said that during his time at JMU, he
often felt like the “token minority” — someone
the university could show off to prove its
diversity. While he said there are several Asian
student organizations on campus, like the
Filippino American Association and the Center
for Multicultural Student Services, he’s often felt
like they’re not advertised enough to students.
“[They] allow people to have more opportunity,
have a voice and be heard, but I sometimes feel
like it’s so tucked away, like you have a space
there in [the Student Success Center (SSC)],”
Truong said. “It doesn’t feel like it’s loud and
proud.”
Truong also said that while statements from
JMU detailing its support are welcome and
appreciated, the university’s efforts shouldn’t
stop there. He said those statements, along
with other actions like renaming three buildings
that were previously named after Confederate
soldiers, are a step in the right direction.
However, he said those things often felt like a
“band-aid just to save their reputation.”
Media — helpful but harmful

Wan said she lost touch with her culture after trying for so long to avoid anything that would make her
seem more Chinese. Photos by Matt Young / The Breeze

Kimiko Tanaka, an associate professor of
sociology, said she worries about the possibility
of harassment, and even more so, the effect it
could have on young Asian people. Tanaka was
interviewed over email because English is her

second language.
“We teach the young to celebrate their cultural
heritage, but these news make the young feel
vulnerable, scared and take away the sense of
belonging,” Tanaka said. “These horrible news
could turn the feeling of pride the young feel
about their cultural heritage to stigma.”
Tanaka said she’s recently watched videos of
Asian celebrities like Sandra Oh and Amanda
Nguyen speaking out and celebrating their
heritage. She said she appreciates the attention
and activism occurring on social media and the
widespread message to “empower Asian people,
especially Asian women, to feel that we belong
here as much as others.”
Although mainstream and social media
coverage of hate crimes against the Asian
American Pacific Islander (AAPI) community is
important, Tanaka said, it can also lead to more
misinformation and prejudice.
“Social media can create and increase hate
crimes and xenophobic attitudes,” Tanaka
said. “People running the social media should
do more to stop misinformation and harmful
content to protect Asians and other minority
groups.”
Historically, Tanaka said, people tend to
“scapegoat minorities” when the world is
uncertain, wrongfully criticizing vulenerable
groups of people.
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Tanaka said at this time last year, she was afraid to go grocery shopping because she noticed the way
people looked at her and were wary of her because of her race.
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CONTACT
Charlotte
Matherly
at
thebreezeculture@gmail.com. For more on
the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the
culture desk on Instagram and Twitter @
Breeze_Culture.
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Even though she doesn’t experience
discrimination as other people of color do,
she’s no stranger to seeing microagressions in

The Breeze

Although she passes as white, Szakal said she
felt out of place when she first came to JMU. She
said there are groups celebrating diversity, but
she didn’t see much of that immediately on
campus. After joining the Asian Student Union,
she found her place and her community at
college.

An internal struggle
Annaliese Wan, a sophomore marketing
major and Chinese American, said she fears
every day for herself and her family.
“It’s that constant worry,” Wan said. “It’s
always kind of in the back of my head … If I walk
out tonight to go to class, will I experience this
hate that I’ve seen in the news?”
Wan said she grew up in Harrisonburg and
has been in predominantly white institutions
her whole life. That continued when she came
to JMU. Although she appreciates what the
university tries to do for diversity, she said it’s
the student culture that can be problematic.
“When I first came to my apartment complex
here at JMU, there was a WiFi password that was
‘China Virus,’” Wan said. “It really burns … That
hurts, because I know that there are people in
the place that I call home that don’t see me as
equal.”
While JMU has been mostly inclusive to
her, Wan said, even a small percentage of
the community having a prejudice toward
minorities can have a huge impact on people
of color. She praised JMU’s recent efforts to
educate students on race and other cultures,
but she said it’s up to the students to embrace
those opportunities — an energy she hasn’t seen
among many other Dukes.
She also described the internal battle of
being Asian in America. Wan said she always
felt she had to forget about her heritage. She
felt the burden of discrimination when she was
younger and would refuse to do anything that
would make her seem more Asian. As a result
of that, she said she’s lost touch with her culture.
“We can’t control the color of our skin or
the way our eyes look,” Wan said. “When
[discrimination is] happening, it’s such an
internal battle of … ‘What’s wrong with me?
Why can’t people accept me?’”

@Breeze_Culture

Half Asian, fully afraid
Kriszten Szakal, a senior industrial design
major, is half Asian. Her mother is Singaporean
and Chinese and her father is white. Szakal is
white-passing, meaning she doesn’t look Asian,
and she said she recognizes her “white” privilege
compared to how her Asian family and friends
are treated.
“It’s really concerning,” Szakal said. “It puts
you in a place where you’re not necessarily
worried about yourself, per se. You’re worried
about your friends, your family, people like your
grandparents.”
Szakal said she uses social media to
promote activism and awareness for the AAPI
community. However, she said many people are
content with just posting on social media, and
it can take away from actual work being done to
help vulnerable people.
She likened the performative activism on
Facebook and Instagram to JMU.
“If an institution isn’t making visible steps
toward improving … then what is a social media
post gonna do?” Szakal said. “The student body
is majority white, and that’s okay, but, you know,
if there’s no steps taken, [diversity] doesn’t really
mean anything.”

the world around her. Her mother experiences
hate, Szakal said, so it’s comforting to have a
community of people at JMU who know what
it’s like to be Asian.
“I absolutely can’t say that I experience racial
aggressions on the same level as people who
appear as a person of color, like Asian, Black,
Hispanic, indigenous folks,” Szakal said. “But …
it’s good knowing that you’re not alone in that
fight, and I want to protect those people because
they are my friends.”

@breeze_culture

Tanaka said blaming minorities for diseases
didn’t start with the coronavirus. In 1900, people
blamed China for the plague outbreak in San
Francisco’s Chinatown. In 2009, Mexicans were
blamed for the swine flu. COVID-19 won’t be
the last pandemic, and when a new one comes,
Tanaka said, the media have a critical role to
protect minorities from ensuing hatred.
She said the potential threats to Asian
Americans should’ve been discussed more at
the beginning of the pandemic. Asian people
have the same right to “walk, breathe, be happy
and interact” as other people do, Tanaka said.
She said last year, she was afraid to leave her
house for fear of discrimination.
“I did not want to go grocery shopping because I
noticed some people covering their faces around
me at the grocery shop,” Tanaka said. “I do not
blame them because they thought all Asian
people are dangerous by watching the media.”

Tran Truong

JMU alumnus (’20)

Because Szakal is white-passing, she said she doesn’t experience racism in the same way that her Asian
friends and family do, but she said she worries about them every day.
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“I knew at an early age what it
felt like to be censored. You’re
taught to ... swallow it and don’t
say anything. You just go with
the flow.”
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From bean
to brew
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Chestnut Ridge sells beans from more than seven different origins. Photos by Christine Brady / The Breeze

Chestnut Ridge specialty coffee roasters
cater to the ‘Burg’s caffeine community
By JOANNA SOMMER
The Breeze

Piles of large, white sack-cloth bags rest
in the right corner of the room. They’re
filled with green coffee beans — waiting for
their moment to be poured into the roaster.
The white cement walls are mostly bare,
aside from a few posters. One is a tastewheel diagram that David Frazier and Jose
Thompson — the owners of Chestnut Ridge
Coffee Roasters, a specialty coffee roaster
in downtown Harrisonburg — use while
doing coffee tastings to help them write
descriptions of the flavor notes for each
brew.
“It’s fun to taste coffees with [Jose]
because he has a completely different
palette than I have,” Frazier said.
“Tamarind,” Thompson interjected. The
two of them laughed. “That’s a very good
example of that.”
A tall stack of brown, flattened boxes
stands by the front door. Shelves line
the walls, full of containers holding
miscellaneous contents while a barista
pours brews from behind the L-shaped
countertop at the front.
Frazier, a 35-year-old JMU alumnus (’08)
and Thompson, 42, didn’t always have
intentions of brewing for customers, but as
they’ve adapted, they’ve found a new way
to boost their business.
The roasters and their roots
It wasn’t Thompson’s family-owned
coffee plantation in Honduras, in the
northern region of Santa Barbara, that

sparked his interest in owning a coffee
shop. It wasn’t the weekends he said he
spent in the tropical jungles and trees
where toucans and parrots casually flew. It
wasn’t the nights he said he camped on the
plantation with his family where he could
see every single star against the night’s sky.
It was when he was in college, meeting
a friend at CC’s Coffee House, a popular
Louisiana chain. He ordered a medium
roast. It was the sense of community
Thompson said he felt when he began going
more frequently to meet new people and
gather with friends.
He still remembers his brain buzzing
from the caffeine. It was his first cup of
coffee, and he was instantly hooked.
“I always thought then that when I’m
older, I’d have a coffee shop,” Thompson
said. “I guess it sort of worked out that way.”
Frazier and Thompson met each other
at a trail run club that Frazier used to host,
where members could meet once or twice
a week to run trails in various locations —
such around Hone Quarry and Stokesville
— around Browns Gap in Shenandoah
National Park. It was a member of Frazier
and Thompson’s group that introduced
them to each other.
Through their passions for running,
coffee and being outside, they hit it off
instantly.
Frazier is a self-taught roaster. He started
roasting with a popcorn popper, and
eventually, he was roasting directly from
his front porch for his friends.
As he advanced, he wanted to be
able to control the roasting temperature
as precisely as he could. Frazier said

Frazier (left) and Thompson celebrated Chestnut Ridge’s two-year anniversary.

consistently maintaining a specific
temperature while roasting is essential
for extracting the best flavor from the
beans. The best way to measure a precise
temperature? Frazier knew how — he
needed a commercial-sized drum roaster.
One evening, Frazier and Thompson
were standing together in the Ice House
parking lot on Liberty Street downtown.
Frazier told Thompson about a run-down
warehouse looking for tenants to occupy
the space. Then, he suggested to Thompson
that he should open a coffee roaster there.
“I said [to him], there’s no way I’m doing
that by myself,” Thompson said. “I said if
you’re in it, then OK, let’s do it.”
When Frazier agreed, they got to planning
the business and bought a commercialsized roaster — a large, metal, cylindrical
machine that usually costs between $30,000
to $40,000, with a black matte finish and
glossy silver accent.
“That’s the seed [Thompson and I] kind
of planted together,” Frazier said.
The brews and the business
Two years after that parking lot
conversation, Frazier and Thompson
hosted their first open house on a cold and
rainy Friday in March 2019. The unfavorable
circumstances made them suspect no
one would come. To their surprise, the
warehouse was packed with people who
came to see them and sample brews despite
the dreary weather.
On top of the roastery, Frazier and
Thompson work full-time day jobs: Frazier
at his family business, the Frazier Quarry,
and Thompson at Blueline, a local firm

where he works as an architect. Before
Chestnut Ridge had regular business
hours, they created a schedule around their
regular work hours.
Saturday mornings were for coffee.
From 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Saturdays,
Chestnut Ridge became an open house
people could visit to sample brews and
pick up blends and orders from online, on
top of selling wholesale to businesses in
Harrisonburg.
Chestnut Ridge operated for a full
year like this — early Saturday morning
gatherings, fresh coffee samples and
purchases — and it worked. Then, in March
2020, the pandemic hit.
Frazier and Thompson continued
their regular weekend schedule through
lockdown and established a new system
called “COVINDING” — a Rubbermaid
box loaded with boxes of coffee outside
of Chestnut Ridge with a QR code on it for
customers to scan and pay.
“We weren’t selling coffee wholesale
because there was no one brewing at the
restaurants, there was no one brewing at
the hotels, there was no one brewing at the
cafes,” Frazier said.
Since their business was still new, Frazier
and Thompson said, and they were the only
employees at Chestnut Ridge at the time,
they had room to offer something they
weren’t planning on offering.
They made the decision to start selling
the brews that they were only giving out
in samples. In addition to the boxes, there
were coolers stocked with bags of cold brew
concentrate set up outside Chestnut Ridge
for customers to buy.
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According to their website, some of
these stories include “tales from the high
mountain in which it was grown, the hard
working hands who harvested it, the farm
which processed it...”
The beans’ background builds them,
just as Frazier’s and Thompson’s journeys
have led them to Chestnut Ridge,
continuing on to their own destinations.
Cannon is a seasonal employee at
Shenandoah National Park and was just
looking for an off-season job when he
started with Chestnut Ridge. Now, he said
he hopes to keep working on his days off.
“[Frazier and Thompson are] just so
delightful to work with,” Cannon said.

“They have a ton of knowledge, too, a
ton of coffee knowledge, and I’m trying
to absorb as much as I can from them.”
Thompson said he hopes to one day
buy his family’s coffee plantation in
Honduras as Chestnut Ridge grows.
And for Frazier?
“I just want to go with Jose and
watch him sign the check for the family
plantation,” he said.
CONTACT Contact Joanna Sommer at
sommerjj@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on
the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the
culture desk on Instagram and Twitter @
Breeze_Culture.
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The serve, sip and send off
Chestnut Ridge celebrated its two-year
anniversary in the beginning of March.
Since opening, the roastery now sells
wholesale to more than five local shops in
Harrisonburg and sells beans from more
than seven different origins. To top it off,
the owners did it all through a pandemic,
and their business continues to expand.
“We’ve grown because we were small
enough to be dynamic and, kind of, offer
something that we weren’t planning on
offering,” Frazier said.
When it’s time to brew, the beans are
put into a grinder, measured and ground
at a given weight and time. In a pour-over,
the ground beans are put into a funnel
over a cup, and hot water is poured
into the funnel in two 30-to-45-second
processes. The hot water extracts the
coffee from the grounds, dripping down
into a cup that’s placed under the filter.
Once the cup is filled, it’s ready to
be served, and the bean’s life cycle has
arrived at its final destination.
Frazier and Thompson said they
believe every coffee has a story to tell.

The roastery sells wholesale to five shops in Harrisonburg. Photos by Christine Brady / The Breeze
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collapsing on a shorefront.
Then, they’re poured into a bucket:
Ready to brew.
Frazier and Thomps on left the
warehouse in July 2020 and moved to
their new location next to Magpie Diner
— one of Chestnut Ridge’s wholesale
partners.
Frazier and Thompson pulled back
from their every-Saturday schedule after
moving. Their new location was smaller,
with less room inside for customers to
hang out, and as the pandemic worsened,
they didn’t know what was or wasn’t
allowed.
They opened on the first Saturday of
every month until December, when they
established daily business hours and
hired a team of new employees. They’ve
operated that way ever since.
Cannon said he thinks the regular hours
also allow for an educational experience.
He said Frazier and Thompson are born
teachers.
“With this current model, we can do
the education every single day instead
of just Saturdays,” Cannon said. “I think
it’s much, much easier working for
people who are interested in teaching
the community rather than working for
bosses who are specifically looking for
just increases in dollars and cents.”

@breeze_culture

Tim Cannon, a Chestnut Ridge barista
and JMU alumnus (‘18), said he thinks this
decision adds an educational element to
the customer experience so patrons can
become interested in coffee as a craft —
not just for a caffeine fix.
“We can have conversations with
people, we can give people samples or
make pour-overs and stuff, and people
are interested,” Cannon said.
The warehouse sits at the end of a deadend residential street, so Frazier and
Thompson said they felt that the people
coming to Chestnut Ridge were people
looking for coffee. To ensure customers
were following through with payments,
they relied on the trust system.
“I never did the math to see if the
amount of money we ended up with at
the end of the day matched the amount
of boxes that we’re missing,” Thompson
said. “[People] were going down that
street for a reason.”
“Total trust system,” Frazier laughed.
Twenty pounds of green coffee beans
take Frazier and Thompson 10-15
minutes to roast. The beans are poured
into the drum roaster, filing through
the funnel into the machine’s chamber.
Heavy iron paddles inside the machine
keep the beans in motion. They can burn
if left standing still, so they must keep the
beans moving.
A blaring humming noise — much like
a jet taking off — fills the room as the
beans sift inside of the roaster. A bean
probe from inside the chamber monitors
the temperature, and once it reaches the
specified heat, the front lift is manually
opened, spilling the beans into a bucket
— each clinking against the metal in
harmony.
Monitoring the temperature is a
significant part of the roasting procedure;
even an extra three-or four-second charge
can affect the taste of the coffee. Frazier
said he thinks that if a customer comes
to Chestnut Ridge and samples a certain
coffee, the customer will want to taste the
coffee the same way it did two weeks ago.
“Probably the worst thing you can do
when roasting coffee is having the same
coffee taste differently every time,” Frazier
said.
The bucket that holds the heated
beans acts like a vacuum, sucking in
room-temperature air to cool the beans
faster. A metal rod in the center of the
bucket continues to sift the beans, which
topple over each other like ocean waves

breezejmu.org

Frazier and Thompson believe every cup of coffee has a story to tell based on the beans’ origin.
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Head coach Dane Pedersen cheers during the CAA championships. Courtesy of CAA photographer Jon Fleming

JMU Swim and Dive celebrates first CAA championship sweep in program history
By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

Four in a row.
The JMU swim and dive seniors have
accomplished a feat never seen before
in the program — winning every CAA
championship they've competed in. It’s
only the third time in CAA history a team
has done this as well, and the impact of
these wins could provide attention toward
the coaching staff and the view of the entire
program.
After five days of competition taking place
in two locations, CAA commissioner Joe
D’Antonio took the floor to announce not
only the winning team, but also to share
head coach Dane Pedersen’s achievement
of co-coach of the year. Diving coach Josh
Wolsh earned co-diving coach of the year,
and freshman sprinter Madison Cottrell
earned Most Outstanding Swimmer for the
meet.
“It's beyond exciting," senior diver Emily
Gross said. "My class means so much to me,
and this was something we did for us."
The team's always had an intense focus
on bonding, which made some aspects of a
typical championship meet different than
in years past. JMU uses a fishbowl exercise
throughout the season to support one
another and continued to do so during the
championship with personalized posters
and team letters.
The words of encouragement are a staple
in the JMU swim and dive program. The
team's adapted to the different regulations
for COVID-19 to keep the pre-championship
traditions alive and also maintain the same
heartfelt meaning it has in years past.
“The divers would text us and tell us
good luck ahead of each session," Cottrell
said. "They were always cheering us on and

watching, and it made us feel supported."
During the diving portion of the meet, Gross
began the championship mindset by making
a comeback during the 3-meter finals to take
first with a score of 297.90 — her first CAA
gold medal. Gross tied for gold in the 1-meter
during her junior campaign and earned silver
in the 1-meter her sophomore year.
“I came out of the water after one of my
dives, and my teammates were in my face
clapping to cheer me on," Gross said. "They
knew it was one of my best dives too."
Another highlight performer was senior
freestyler Julianna Jones. The senior took
her third consecutive gold medal in the
1650-meter freestyle with a time of 16:39.17.
Jones also took silver in the 500-meter
freestyle. Specializing in these two events,
Jones will leave JMU with five CAA medals
on top of the four rings she’ll wear.
Cottrell was the freshman standout for
JMU, securing titles in multiple events
including a comeback win in the 200-meter
backstroke and setting a new program
record. She also took gold in the 100-meter
butterfly, silver in the 100-meter backstroke
and silver in the 400-meter freestyle relay.
Earning the Most Outstanding Swimmer
in her freshman appearance came as a
surprise to Cottrell, but Pedersen said he
knew that it was an achievable goal for her
in her freshman year. The freshman was
immediately overwhelmed with excitment
at the announcement, but she said having
her teammates support her throughout the
season made it that much more enjoyable.
“I was really shocked to say the least,"
Cottrell said. "I got to pass my whole team
to accept the award, and it was awesome
to see everyone's faces and see how proud
they were."

The eight seniors earning their fourth ring
have formed a tight bond with one another,
maintaining and upholding swim and dive
team traditions while also dominating in the
pool. Although the elite eight couldn’t accept
the trophy as one group, the girls found their
own way of celebrating together.
With this achievement, JMU becomes the
third program in CAA history to have a full
class sweep the conference championships.
To Pedersen, this achievement could happen
again for the Dukes, but the current seniors
are especially honored for being the first.
"When you do something for the very
first time, you get to celebrate it and honor
the people who came before you as well,"
Pedersen said.
Ahead of the diving portion for the
tournament, the entire team had the
opportunity to come together and share a
moment before the divers traveled to Newark,
Delaware. Shortly after, the swimmers went to
Christiansburg, Virginia.
Day one of the swimming portion was
dominanted by William & Mary, who took first
by 42 points by the end of finals. Despite the
early deficit, Pederson remained confident in
the team's ability to make up the lost points
over the next two days.
"I tried not to focus on the scores or anything
and just be present," Pedersen said. "It's what
we teach our athletes, to stay present and in
the moment during this events."
When finalists for day two's events were
announced, JMU seized the opportunity
and took the lead by 114 points — meaning
at least three consecutive first place finishes
were needed to overtake the Dukes.
By the same time for day three, it was
mathematically confirmed that JMU had
won the championship.

"I just felt that if we performed well in the
finals then we'd win," Pedersen said. "And I
told the girls to just focus on having a great
night sesssion, rather than focusing on the
actual trophy itself."
Even without fans in the stands above, JMU
found no trouble staying loud on the pool
deck. The team even boasted cut-outs and
signs all throughout the meet. Gross believes
the Dukes were the loudest team in the
competition, and after every dive and event,
the rest of the team was screaming.
"Everyone is always exciting about each
other's accomplishments," Gross said. "No
matter what, you know that your teams are
going to be cheering you on."
When JMU beat William & Mary in the final
relay, the athletes not only rejoiced for the late
comeback, but also on the phone with the
divers as they enjoyed the victorious feeling.
"I have cried a lot just because this team
means so much to me," Gross said. "Every
championship, something happens where
you just feel so beyond proud."
Even
through
the
celebration,
preparations for the 2021-22 season are
already underway. The team will hope to win
a fifth straight title next year — something
no other CAA program has been successful
in accomplishing. But for now, the next
steps are to welcome incoming freshman
and look for ways to get more athletes into
the NCAA swim and dive championships for
an official Top 25 team ranking.
"That's something in terms of my long term
goal," Pedersen said. "It's something that I
always want us to be striving for."
CONTACT Madison Hricik at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Who do you think should be
the starting quarterback for JMU?
Cole Johnson: 48.5%
Gage Moloney: 47.6%
Redshirt
senior
quarterback
Cole
Johnson hangs on as fans’ No. 1 pick for the
quarterback job. Johnson had a bad game
against Elon and was pulled in the third
quarter in favor of redshirt junior quarterback
Gage Moloney. Moloney won the game and
was the suspected starter before becoming
ineligible against William & Mary coming
off the COVID-19 pause, and Johnson had a
great game. Heading into the next game, if
both Johnson and Moloney are eligible, it’ll
be a major question — but it seems for fans
that the sixth-year player is the favorite.
Would you like to see JMU play someone
from the CAA North in the regular season?
Yes: 78.6%
Maybe: 12.5%
No: 8.9%
JMU competes in the CAA South Division,
along with Richmond, Elon and William &
Mary. The CAA Division holds the rest of the
CAA, including Villanova and Delaware.

6b: If yes, who?
Anyone: 29.41%
North Dakota State: 21.57%
VMI: 21.57%
In an interesting result, the 2019 national
champions and Virginia Military Institute
(VMI) out of Lexington, Virginia, tie for
second place. JMU Nation wants football and
is willing to play anyone. If Dukes fans got
their pick, though, people want the rematch
against the NDSU dynasty and in-state VMI.
Do you think JMU should opt-out
of the 2020 spring season entirely?
Yes: 18.8%
No: 81.3%
Although JMU fans have expressed their
displeasure with the CAA, they still want the
Dukes to play. Opting out means missing
the playoffs, and even though COVID-19 is a
looming threat, fans still want to watch JMU
make a run at the national championship.
How do you think the
CAA has handled the spring season?
This question is based on the first question
of the survey and was a free-response answer.
The highlights and major points from the
free-response answer are as follows
1: The CAA handled the season poorly.
2: The CAA handled the season not
horribly, but still in a way less than
satisfactory.
The CAA’s rules with rescheduling games
affected JMU and seemed to completely
forget about the South Division at times. Fans
realize this, and their feelings toward the
CAA’s intensified even more with how the
league handled the season.
Fi ni s h t h e st o r y at b re ez e j mu . o rg.
CONTACT Savannah Reger at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more football coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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5b: If yes, who?
In this multiple-answer question, fans
could select several different CAA North
Division opponents they would want to see
the Dukes play.
Delaware: 67%
Villanova: 63.9%
New Hampshire: 21.6%
Who wouldn’t want to play the top team
in the CAA? Delaware’s been dominant
all season and is No. 8 in the polls. If the
rankings stayed the same to the playoffs,
the Dukes would meet the Blue Hens in the
quarterfinals, and then Villanova — a team
JMU normally sees on its schedule that

Would you like to see JMU football play
someone not in the CAA, but in the FCS?
Yes: 77.5%
No: 22.5%
When CAA teams are picky about who they
want to play, JMU has to keep its options open.
Expanding beyond the FCS gives the Dukes a
chance to see playoff competition and a way
to strengthen its schedule.

breezejmu.org

1b: If you wish, please explain your
answer from the previous question.
This question is based on the first
question of the survey and was a freeresponse answer. The answers are
summarized below.
Respondents:
1: Said they were happy the Dukes were
able to play.

2b: If you wish, please explain your
answer from the previous question.
This question is based on the second
question of the survey and was a freeresponse answer. The highlights and major
points from the free-response answer are
summarized below:
Respondents said:
1: CAA leadership is focusing too much on
its image.
2: The CAA’s not doing well with
rescheduling games.
3: The CAA’s making bad decisions.
Respondents said the CAA hasn’t handled
rescheduling games in the best way, in most
cases deferring the decision to individual
schools. The conference lets schools pick
and choose who they want to play, excluding
schools that would normally have a strong
schedule, such as JMU. Fans believe that
the CAA’s too worried about its image rather
than the teams involved, and the decision to
move the season to the spring contributes to

Do you think JMU should schedule any
more games in the spring regular season?
Yes: 77.2%
No: 22.8%
Fans want to see JMU football play, so it
makes sense most people voted for more
spring season games. People have posed the
question of whether or not JMU should sit for
the next few weeks until the playoffs, but JMU
Nation seems to want to see the Dukes play.
More games mean a stronger schedule, and
JMU needs a better strength of schedule to
keep its No. 1 spot in the polls.

began the season at No. 6. The Dukes and the
Wildcats have a rivalry, and fans want to see
it continue. Unfortunately, New Hampshire
opted out of the season Tuesday.

BreezeVideo

How pleased have you
been with JMU football this season?
On a scale from one to five, one being very
displeased and five being very pleased, the
top results are as follows:
Three: 26.5%
Four: 25.7%
Two: 20.4%
The middle ground makes sense for
fans, as with only four games played of the
original eight-game schedule, it’s hard to
judge. The Dukes had a strong win against
William & Mary on March 27 and proved
why they deserved to be No. 1. Before that
game, JMU had poor showings against
Robert Morris and Elon, both involving
comebacks wins — and this could explain
the displeased responses.

How pleased have you been
with CAA football this season?
On a scale from one to five, one being very
displeased and five being very pleased, the
top results are as follows:
One: 44.2%
Three: 28.3%
Two: 19.5%
Examining the CAA is like looking at
the U.S. government after the American
Revolution. The CAA has all the teams under
its conference name, but teams are deciding
individually if they’re going to reschedule or
not, and that’s led to dissatisfaction among
fans. Richmond head coach Russ Huesman
said the Spiders are trying to make up a
game with William & Mary and stated it
would likely be the last game for Richmond
in the regular season — leaving JMU down
two conference games.

the dissatisfaction by Dukes fans.

The Breeze

JMU, let the voices be heard.
JMU football announced Thursday that
its games against Richmond and Elon were
postponed, originally scheduled for April
3 and 10, respectively. The Dukes were left
blindsided as, per CAA rule, they couldn’t
find an opponent for this past weekend,
since the timeframe was within 72 hours of
Saturday. JMU’s still actively looking for an
opponent to replace Elon on April 10.
As of April 6, JMU will have missed four of
its six conference games due to COVID-19
protocols — half of those because of the
Dukes, the other half because of their
opponents. Missing in action two weekends
out from the playoffs raise questions about
the worth of the 2020 spring season and the
future of the program.
The Breeze wanted to know what JMU
nation thought of the program, its place
and its future. The survey results below
address how satisfied fans are with JMU
football and the CAA, and it allows people
to voice their opinions on who they want
the Dukes to play in the spring 2020 season.
All the questions below are from the
survey. This survey received 110 responses.

2: Said COVID-19 affected their
satisfaction.
3: Said JMU playing this spring was a
mistake.
These results coincide with the JMU football
satisfaction question and its results. During a
pandemic, football provides some normalcy
as justification to be happy about having the
Dukes back. However, some reported the
constant chaos due to COVID-19 as a reason
for a lack of enthusiasm. Constantly being
let down and worried for the safety of the
athletes may lead to some people thinking
the season was a mistake.

Fans respond to survey and voice opinions about
JMU and CAA football in the spring 2020 season
@TheBreezeSports

By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

JMU fans celebrate the Dukes victory against Morehead State on Feb. 20, 2021.
Christine Brady / The Breeze

@TheBreezeSports

‘Terrible,
Leaderless,
Horrible.’
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freshmen
JMU field hockey underclassmen
fill the gaps halfway through the season

@TheBreezeSports

@TheBreezeSports

Fired up

Tori Carawan dribbles the ball. Photos by Christine Brady/The Breeze

The Breeze

“We’re never going to be really
satisfied with where we are
because we want to be the best.”
Emily Harrison protects the ball from a defender.
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By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

Going into the spring season, JMU had some
shoes to fill. The team lost three big names —
Miranda Riggs, Ongeziwe Mali and Megan
Guzzardi — following the 2019 season.
All three were leaders on and off the field,
remaining consistent throughout the past
few rebuilding seasons. Now that the three
are gone, the team needed its underclassmen
to step up to the challenge.
Spoiler alert — they have.
In only three games played this season,
the freshmen are becoming the stars of the
team. In every position, underclassmen have
shown up for each game’s challenge. After
a season-opening win against William &
Mary, eyes fell on the team that showed more
opening promise than in seasons past. Even
after falling to U. Va two days later, the team
still demonstrated the potential this season
could have.
“I’m really pleased with the growth we’ve
made since last year,” head coach Christy
Morgan said. “We work really hard to
maintain consistency and play every game to
the best of our ability.”
Freshman forward Tori Carawan scored
the first JMU goal of the season and hasn’t
stopped since. She credits her composure to
her teammates and their support too. Already
having played 146 minutes, Carawan’s seen
her share of collegiate field hockey and said
she’s ready for the challenge ahead.
“At first, we definitely do have nerves,”
Carawan said. “But, I think that the whole
team saying these positive things and yelling
from the sidelines helped me feel confident
and comfortable once we played.”

Freshman defender Sarah Beers showed
her presence early on, playing alongside
junior defensive midfielder Kara McClure.
Beers even made a goalie save, earning her
a defensive save statistic while maintaining a
physical presence down low for JMU.
What makes Beers an impressive aspect of
the team is her physicality, particularly in
penalty corners. The defense must be willing
to stop the ball before it gets to the goalie and
without it hitting their foot. Beers’s kept her
body awareness at a constant high, making
crucial stops and carrying the ball back up
the midfield before the opponents have a
chance to fire a shot.
“She’s played every minute of every game,”
Morgan said. “She’s growing every game and
there’s still more to come from here.”
Despite being a sophomore, midfielder
Emily Harrison’s made her mark so far
through her stick skills and agility traveling
upfield. Scoring the lone JMU goal against
U. Va, Harrison hasn’t been afraid to be
aggressive and made multiple improvements
to her performance from her freshman
campaign.
“We’re all open to improvement with our
game,” Harrison said. “We’re never going to
really be satisfied with where we are because
we want to be the best.”
However, the biggest surprise for JMU has
been freshman goalie Brandlynn Heinbaugh.
It was expected for Heinbaugh to rotate with
JMU’s additional two goalies, redshirt junior
Caitlyn Nelson and Kylie LeBlanc throughout
the season, but instead Heinbaugh played all
three games so far this season. The freshman

Emily Harrison

Sophomore midfielder, JMU field hockey

posts a .455 save percentage, allowing six
goals on 22 shots faced in her three games.
Now the goalie’s expected to continue to stay
in goal into the CAA tournament.
“That’s such a key position, and you have
to have nerves of steel in the net,” Morgan
said. “I really like how she’s handled herself…
she’s handled the pressure well, and it’s great
experience for her.”
Of course, only four athletes don’t make up
the entire JMU roster. The team prides itself
on the chemistry they share on the field
and credits their achievements that way.
Even with COVID-19 restrictions, the team
utilized bonding exercises both at practice
and through Zoom to build vulnerability
and trust with one another during the
extended offseason.
“We really capitalized on growing our
game outside of the field,” Harrison said. “It
gave the freshmen a chance to understand
what this season was going to look like but
also allowed them to fit in with us before
everything really started.”
Sophomore midfielder Eveline Zwager
and freshman forward Lauren Satchell
swept the CAA field hockey weekly honors,
earning Player of the Week and Rookie of
the Week respectively after both scored
goals against Drexel on Sunday. Both
contribute to the growing list of depth on
the roster, particularly within the starting
lineup. Carawan also earned a Rookie of the
Week honor, and it won’t be the last for the
freshman.
With the extensive efforts from the
underclassmen, each of these players have

made themselves a place in the starting
lineups. Heinbaugh stands in goal, Beers
holds the defense, Harrison and Zwager
run across midfield and Carawan and
Satchell force the ball up top. The lineup
choice is slowly becoming a big advantage
for the team. Not only is this young roster
currently excelling, but the upcoming fall
season will bring more of the same with the
introduction of the rising freshmen class in
August.
“The better the player pool is, the more
competitive the environment is, the better
the team is,” Morgan said. “When I recruit
people I recruit them to play and put in the
work regardless if you’re starting or not.”
This brings hope that the first CAA
championship title since 1995 is finally
within their grasp.
“I think we’ve got a real chance to win the
CAA this season,” Morgan said. “And I say
that with understanding that every game we
play, we have to play and we are.”
JMU’s halfway through the regular season,
with two games upcoming Sunday and
Tuesday. JMU will host games against Towson
on Sunday then follow up with No. 20 Delaware
on Tuesday to cap off the home schedule. To
finish off the regular season, the Dukes will
travel to Northeastern before preparing for the
CAA championship tournament.
CONTACT Madison Hricik at
breezesports@gmail.com.For more
field hockey coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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PIZZA, PASTA & SUBS
1059 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

@thebreezesports

Bridgeforth Stadium has been home to JMU football for the past 46 years. Breeze file photo

Opinion | stadiums will never be the same
By COURTNEY RYDER
The Breeze

+tax

Monday - Wednesday
Large 1 Topping Pizza
$9.95 +tax

$16.95 +tax

$20.95 +tax

Soft Drink $8.99 +tax

Thursday, April 8, 2021

1 Large
1 Topping
Pizza,
1 order of
Buffalo
Wings, & a 2
Liter Soda

Combo: Sub, Fries, &

breezejmu.org

1 Large
Cheese
Pizza,
1 order of
Bread Sticks,
& a 2 Liter
Soda

BreezeVideo

CONTACT Courtney Ryder ryderce@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more sports coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

$16.95
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Stadiums and arenas were hit hard by
COVID-19. Sports and entertainment events
ceased for months, and crowds of people no
longer packed the stands.
With the return of sports late last year and
spectators allowed back at games, changes
were made in order to safely facilitate
game day experiences. As more people are
vaccinated, things will eventually return to
normal — but some of the safety protocols
within stadiums should stick around for
years to come.
Touchless payment and ticket scannings
have been growing in popularity through
recent years, and the pandemic increased
the use of these methods. More stadiums are
shifting to touchless payments in fan shops
and food kiosks.
Those who attend a game will most likely
purchase food or a beverage at some point
during the contest. Previously, that’d include
long lines that can take 30 minutes to get
through, especially during intermissions
when more people usually leave their seats.
Mobile food ordering is already common
practice for restaurants, and the next step
could be implementing it in stadiums to
eliminate crowding. Even when spectator
limits are lifted, the convenience of mobile
ordering changes how one enjoys a favorite
game day meal, like hot dogs or popcorn.
SEATSERVE is an in-seat delivery service
that allows fans to order from any food kiosk
in the stadium and have it delivered to their
seat. Liverpool F.C.’s Anfield Stadium is one
stadium that uses SEATSERVE to provide a
safe and efficient dining experience.
People might not feel comfortable with
aspects of game day experiences returning
to normal, such as stadium capacity. Similar
to how some stadiums — like AT&T Stadium
in Arlington, Texas — have a standing room
only section, some stadiums may create
social distancing sections. Mitchell Ziets,
chief executive of the sports advisory firm

Tipping Point, told the Wall Street Journal
he can envision stadiums providing more
alternate ways to watch games other than in
the stands.
When fans couldn’t attend games in
person, the virtual viewing experience
was improved. Television providers added
cameras throughout the stands to recreate a
fan’s typical view. Also, because there was no
in-person attendance to create crowd noise,
the audible experience changed drastically,
as one could hear the players and coaches.
“You can talk to the dugout from the mound,”
Lotte Giants pitcher Dan Straily told ESPN
reporter Joon Lee in a phone interview last
June. “You can hear everything … it’s just
dead silence.”
When fans are back in stadiums at full
capacity, more emphasis should be put on
the virtual experience. The extra cameras
and microphones allow fans at home to
feel included and present, which increases
viewership and benefits both teams and
network providers.
In the weeks leading up to all sports pausing
in 2020, attendance was already dropping as
people started worrying about the severity
of the pandemic. To counter this, many
franchises offered incentives, like discounted
concessions or a free T-shirt to motivate fans
to attend. When one invests anywhere from
$100 to $500 on tickets, receiving perks is a
nice bonus. As people grow more comfortable
returning to stadiums, these incentives may
stick around to help raise attendance.
Stadium infrastructure had to quickly adapt
and implement COVID-19 protocols to ensure
safety when sports resumed. The industry
learned too much from this experience and
found ways to grow as a business to revert back
to how life was before the pandemic. As time
goes on, some things may return to normal, but
some aspects of the fan experience are better
now and are here to stay.

2 Baked
Dishes
with
Salad &
Garlic
Bread

@TheBreezeSports

Change is a
good thing
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

JOBS
Facilities & Maintenance Manager
Full-Time Career Opportunity

4/8/21

By Jeffrey Wechsler

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

Wash Bay Attendant
Full–Time Position with Benefits
Apply to the City’s Department of Public
Transportation Wash Bay Attendant
position for a rewarding career
opportunity that helps project a friendly
image to our citizens and visitors while
also ensuring a clean and safe vehicle
to get them to their destination. Find
out more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

SALE
Doctoral Academic Gown
Academic Regalia: Black PhD Gown
with black velvet panels (hood, cap not
included). Jostens brand, excellent used
condition. Would fit 6’ person or can be
hemmed. $80.

4/8/21

Level

1Recreation
2 Aide – Athletics
Part-Time Position

3

4

1 to 9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, please visit
sudoku.org.uk

Town Home for Rent
Private attractive townhome. Beautifully
Furnished, knifes & forks to furniture.
Newly decorated. Walk-out basement.
Large deck and Patio.Each bedroom is
Ethernet ready. Leases are by the room
and are $295 a month. ($295 per person
for the security deposit). 4-5 bedrooms,
3.5 Bath available August 2021. Call
Nancy 540-433-8329

Solution to
Wednesday’s puzzle

4/8/21
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Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

breezejmu.org

Do you want to utilize your organizational
skills, customer service skills and love of
sports in a youth athletics league setting?
Complete
If so,the
thegrid
City’sso
Parks and Recreation
each row,
column
Department’s Recreation Aide - Athletics
and 3-by-3
box
may be the
right job for you! Find out
(in bold
borders)
more and apply online at: https://www.
contains
every digit,
harrisonburgva.gov/employment.
EOE.

RENT

BreezeVideo

49 Connection
point
50 Initialism for Tom
Brady, according
to most
52 2000s toon
heroine __
Possible
53 Tiny
54 CIA predecessor
55 Finger Lakes
locale: Abbr.

The Breeze

31 Curly slapper
34 Crime boss
38 “That’s well within
my abilities”
41 How to receive a
freebie, perhaps
43 Yo-Yo strings?
44 Official doc.
45 Belief system
46 In the previously
mentioned work,
briefly

Do you want to utilize your customer
service skills to greet and assist residents at
the City’s Recycling Convenience Center?
If so, the Public Works Department’s
Recycling Center Attendant may be
the right job for you! To find out more
and apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

@TheBreezeJMU

5 Suppress, in a
way
6 Part of NAACP:
Abbr.
7 Jaguar, e.g.
8 Genetic molecule
9 Actor’s rep.
10 Parade staple
11 Closed
13 Data storage
medium
15 Country club
employee
16 Stretches on a
couch?
19 Some can be
used forever--but
only once
21 Signs
22 In the
neighborhood of
23 Overblown
critique
24 Elaborate
entryways
25 Physician
wearing a pink
ribbon, perhaps
28 Like potato chips,
often
29 Showed up
30 Farm measures

Are you looking for a challenging yet
rewarding leadership opportunity that
will allow you to utilize your experience
in facilities/maintenance? If so, apply to
the Facilities & Maintenance Manager
position with the City of Harrisonburg’s
Department of Public Transportation!
To find out more and apply online,
visit: https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Recycling Center Attendant –
Part-Time Opportunity

@breezejmu

DOWN
1 Film lover’s TV
option
2 Pay, as a bill
3 It may be fried or
puffed
4 Piece of rebar,
essentially

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only
listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

d?

ACROSS
1 #1 Toto song that
mentions the
Serengeti
7 Whittling, for one
12 Wavy patterns in
some op art
13 Cool one’s feet at
streamside, say
14 Attempted coup
participants
17 Stretching
muscles
18 Iowa State city
20 Many an
18th-century
painter
24 Low-quality
26 CFO’s degree
27 Intelligence org.
28 Form close ties
(with)
29 “Let’s have at it!”
32 Point
33 Circle segment
34 Palm fruit ... or
what the creator
of this puzzle’s
theme apparently
is?
35 __ dog
36 Classic Pontiac
37 Not moving
38 Desires
39 Bellows of “The
Agency”
40 Dessert order
41 Flower holders
42 Environmentally
concerned
47 Old Venetian
judge
48 Catching a
glimpse of
51 Source of an
organic fiber
56 Most cunning
57 When Rome
wasn’t built?
58 Weighty reading
59 Guiding principles
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MASSANUTTEN RECREATION HIRING CLINICS

Attention Job-Seekers!

Spring is here, summer is just around the corner, and we want YOU to join our team!
Join the Aquatics, Recreation, and Massanutten WaterPark staff at one of the clinics below for information on
job openings and to see what it's like to work for us in a fun and fast-paced environment.
Hiring Clinics will be held at Massanutten Fitness and Rec Club.

MARCH 24, APRIL 21, & MAY 19 • 4 – 7 PM
Areas Of Opportunity Include:
Water Attendant • Lifeguard
Shallow Water Lifeguard • Aquatic Attraction Lifeguard
Recreation Desk Attendant • WaterPark Guest Services Attendant
Arcade Attendant • Escape Room/Virtual Reality Attendant
Questions? E-mail Bill at bfrazier@massresort.com.
Recreation department team members will be readily available to answer your questions and talk with you.
If you're interested in a lifeguard position, please bring a suit and towel if you'd like to pretest for any lifeguard
class. Lifeguard classes will be offered at a reduced cost or for free. The recreation department also offers
continued development for those ready for a challenge seeking internal promotions.

Work Here AND Play Here At Massanutten Where It's Summer All Year Long!

HEAR
OUR

A special report on diversity and race at JMU
April 8, 2021

VOICES

2

When I first visited JMU in the

spring of 2016, my father frantically
looked around the room of families
touring the school. He whispered,
“I don’t see any other Asian people
here.” At first I thought he was
joking, since he always notices
things like that, but in this case,
he was serious. He was genuinely
worried about me attending a
predominantly white institution
(PWI). He feared I wouldn’t be
able to make friends or “find my
people.” He feared people would
treat me differently. He feared I’d
be bullied or I’d be depressed.

KAILEY CHENG

is a senior media arts and design and writing,
rhetoric and technical communication double
major with a minor in honors interdisclipinary
studies.
She has concentrations in journalism and
technical writing, as well as reporting and editing
experience for The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning
student newspaper for over three years.
This SMAD honors capstone project tells the
stories of minority groups on JMU’s campus.
Reporting began in the fall of 2019 and has
continued through the spring of 2021.

Cover design by Kailey Cheng

My experiences at JMU don’t
reflect my father’s concerns, but
I still believe the university has a
long way to go. There are people
who don’t look at JMU in a positive
light because of its lack of diversity.
If one were to look up its diversity
statistics, they’d be disappointed,
but encouraged that they’re
changing. According to the Office
of Institutional Research handbook,
enrollment statistics show that
in fall 2019, 75% of students are
white (“James Madison UniversityFact Book 2019.”). Like my
experience, other racial minorities
may have been hesitant to enroll
at JMU because of these numbers.
But diversity is needed in higher
education to enrich learning
experiences. Diversity allows for
multiple perspectives and ideas to
be shared among the community.
In this collection of stories,
you’ll find a myriad of diverse
experiences on campus. Hopefully,
these students’ stories will open
your mind to new perspectives, as
you’ll be able to see JMU through
their eyes.

Photo by Kailey Cheng

Photo courtesy of Deija Bowden
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It’s all in the numbers
College of Arts and Letters and College of Business lead in faculty diversity ratios

I

n 2019, the College of Arts (CAL) and
Letters and the College of Business
(CoB) saw percentages of non-white
faculty that were higher than the
university average of 20.7%. CAL had 25.7%
non-white faculty while CoB had 24.5%.
These colleges experiencing higher nonwhite faculty averages have been implementing
strategic hiring practices such as expanding
hiring to more diverse locations.

it than it does now, a university that is more
successful than it has been in recruiting and
enrolling those students,” Aguirre said. “So, we
have come a very long way … but of course, we
can always improve and this would be a great
thing for the college to be centrally involved
in.”

and business analytics had a spouse who came
to campus with him and now teaches physics
at JMU.
“If we know that if we can keep one person
in terms of hiring that individual — if we can
do as much as we can for their family and for
their, you know, life happiness — then we get
a lot better chance about not only hiring that
CoB implements Three C Program person, but keeping that person, and that’s
Likewise, CoB has seen faculty hires that really important as well,” Busing said.
Foreman, who grew up traveling with a
are more diverse than the university average.
CAL interviews
Kimberly Foreman, the associate dean for military family, said she had the opportunity
from top universities
human resources and administration for to connect with diverse communities in her
Arts and Letters Dean Robert Aguirre said CoB, said the college is connected with an lifetime, leading her to focus on the importance
the college is undertaking a six-faculty cohort organization called the Ph.D Program that of different points of view at a university level.
“We need to be able to continue to broaden
hire, which includes making JMU’s values of seeks to connect individuals from minority
our minds, so that we don’t just stay in these
inclusivity, diversity and belonging explicit areas who are pursuing their doctorates.
in advertising. He also said it’s interviewing
Like CAL, she said CoB continues to little silos of narrow mindedness,” Foreman
young people who are getting their doctorates talk about diversity, equity and inclusion said. “This is the global world. We don’t live
from the best universities in the U.S., such as within its faculty ranks, hoping to advertise in these little silos.”
Foreman said CoB is currently recruiting
Princeton, Yale and Berkeley. The college also positions to a broader range of locations. In
brought in Karina Klein-Gable as a faculty addition, the college’s HR department has a for six or seven faculty positions and believes
diversity liaison, and is having candidates Three C Program that looks at connections for that there are real opportunities to create
meet with her to get to know JMU.
trailing spouses, which offers resources to a inroads into diversity. HR recruiting teams
“There is no contradiction between potential hire and their family when coming are partnering with CoB to ensure that faculty
excellence and diversity,” Aguirre said. “So, as a to Harrisonburg. This helps open the door for pools are diverse.
“It’s not something that happens overnight,”
hiring dean, I am always looking for examples a variety of candidates and can play a part in
Foreman said. “It’s a conscientious effort
of that and I’m very happy to see that my retaining interest.
academic unit heads and their committees,
“It’s so hard to come to a new area, especially to move forward one step at a time. I’m just
who play a very big role in all hiring, have also if you’re married … and they’re looking for excited about the fact that we have a lot of
recognized this truth.”
a job as well,” Foreman said. “HR really put positions being posted right now … it’s just
Aguirre said CAL will house the soon-to- together a lot of good information about this time for some new and energetic individuals
be-established African, African-American community, and it includes affinity groups as to come in, and we’re looking forward to these
opportunities.”
and Diaspora Studies Center, and currently well so you can kind of get connected.”
Busing said engaging w ith diverse
houses faculty in the existing Latin American
These groups include resources for faculty
communities
is essential for growth for both
and Caribbean Studies Center, which directly coming in and information about school
students and faculty, coming from the midwest
contribute to diverse studies on campus.
systems in the area if a person is coming in with very few people of color in his high school.
“I would love to see a university that has with children. CoB Dean Michael Busing said He said he hopes to see positive changes in the
many more underrepresented students in a recent hire for computer information systems future and a continual push for diverse hires.
“There are a lot of white
Percentages of non-white instructional faculty in 2021
people walking around in
our hallways and that’s OK,”
Busing said. “But I think they
can benefit from having a
professor in their classroom
who opens their eyes to
something they never even
thought about.”

CHBS falls behind
but has ‘pre-plans’

On the other hand,
the college of health and
behavioral sciences (CHBS)
saw the lowest percentage
of diverse faculty when
compared with the university
average, with 8 8.37% of
instructional faculty being
white in 2019, compared to a
grand total of 79.35%.
BJ Bryson, the diversity,
equity and inclusion director
for CHBS, said her college is
currently working on “preplans,” but hasn’t launched
any official initiatives yet.
She said she’s focusing on
“capacity building,” which
entails educating white
colleagues on diversity issues
in higher education.
“Part of the issue is that
when there’s so few diverse
folks who are out engaged, the
minute you start talking about
diversity, people get uneasy,”
Bryson said. “Many of my
white colleagues, how many
of their friends or associates
or even professional folks,
do they know that are of
color, or from international
backgrounds or [are] LGBTQ?
If they don’t identify that way,

they probably aren’t going to know very many.”
Bryson said some steps forward include
hosting a professional- development day for
faculty and staff in which they learned about
diversityDEI efforts. CHBS also has assisted
in leadership development for diverse junior
faculty members to ensure they get through the
tenure process and complete their scholarship.
The college has also engaged in an Inclusive
Excellence learning program to enhance
student education.
The college hosted undergraduate and
graduate town halls in February to bring up
the topic of diversity, and is doing listening
sessions with faculty of color, international
faculty and LGBTQ faculty.
“We’re talking to them individually — faculty
and staff — about what their experiences
are, so that we can figure out how to make
more visible barriers that people feel they’re
experiencing,” Bryson said. “So, you don’t
know until you talk to people.”

General faculty recruitment
relies on programs and outreach

JMU’s faculty population closely reflects
that of its student body: In 2020, over 70%
of instructional faculty and undergraduate
students were white.
Executive Director of Faculty Access and
Inclusion, David Owusu-Ansah, and Executive
Director of Campus and Community Access
and Inclusion, Arthur Dean, recruit more
diverse faculty on a university level.
Owusu-Ansah said JMU strives for more
vigorous research opportunities, and that can’t
happen effectively without a diverse faculty
and staff. He said bringing in more diverse
faculty members will introduce different
perspectives and literature, and allow for new
conversations to be had. It’s important for
underrepresented minority students to see
their experiences reflected in the curriculum,
he added.
“Research indicates that more diverse
academic departments have higher retention
of students, have higher retention of faculty
members and actually have higher productivity
of faculty research,” Owusu-Ansah said. “So,
everything that we are doing is actually to
help students come here, but also to help the
university move to a high level.”
With the student population continuously
rising, Owusu-Ansah said JMU must keep up
to maintain JMU’s 16:1 student-faculty ratio.
This opens the doors to recruiting diverse
faculty. Getting diversity language, which is
the way JMU advertises its efforts, approved
by the Board of Visitors to fuse with career
advertisements to attract faculty was one
initiative Owusu-Ansah and Dean created.
The Office of Access and Inclusion has also
developed communications and partnerships
that allows it to reach diverse scholars. For
example, Owusu-Ansah runs the Preparing
Future Faculty Program (PFF), which recruits
underrepresented dissertation fellows. It
partners with Historically Black Universities
and Colleges (HBCUs), increasing the number
of diverse faculty at JMU as a result.
“We are monitoring what we try to make
sure that we improve upon these particular
processes, and different deans and different
colleges are coming up with different
strategies,” Owusu-Ansah said. “We are
learning from other universities that have been
successful in this.”
Dean said JMU has expanded to new
counties, such as Fauquier and Fairfax, where
JMU advertises faculty positions. This enlarges
the tent of where the university asks people
from different groups to apply.
“And because of that, the pool increased,”
Dean said. “We found greater talent of diversity
that we had never seen before, and now we’re
able to recruit some of them to come to JMU.”
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Access and inclusion directors explain new methods of recruiting and admitting a
more diverse student population

A

s a predominantly white institution,
JMU has always admitted over 70%
white students.
Efforts by Executive Director of
Faculty Access and Inclusion David OwusuAnsah and executive director of campus and
community access and inclusion, Arthur Dean,
are being put in place to admit and attract
students from a variety of racial and ethnic
backgrounds.
But a diverse student body is affected by
more than just university efforts; financial aid,
changing demographics and virtual admissions
visits also play a major role in recruiting a more
diverse population.
Having virtual admission visits — due to
COVID-19 — is helping reach a wider pool of
applicants, Dean said. The university has seen an
overall increase in attendance at these visits, as
well as an increase in where students are coming
from. While these sessions typically average
anywhere between 1,100 to 1,200 students, in
February alone, 1,800 students from all over
the country visited virtually, a key effort in
diversifying the student body.
“The key challenge we face is turning those
who apply — turning those who are admitted
— to come to JMU,” Dean said. “We’re not very
much in a fluid campus … based on the state of
Virginia’s allocation for Pell Grant money.”
A Pell Grant is a form of financial aid the
U.S. government provides that doesn’t need
to be repaid, which makes it a major key to
recruitment.
Because JMU doesn’t receive a high level of
aid, Dean said, a majority of students, regardless
of race, come from families with financial
means and resources to successfully attend
JMU. With JMU’s Pell Grant range, JMU has a
limited number of resources that doesn’t allow

admission to award majority first-generation and
underrepresented students with a great financial
aid package.
“So, it’s not that we are not making any
efforts,” Owusu-Ansah said. “It’s that the money
coming in — we don’t control that. It comes from
a different source, so we don’t want people to get
the wrong impression that we intentionally do
not want to give money to students.”
Grant money comes from the federal
government but depends on the cost of
attendance at JMU and students’ financial need.
At JMU, fewer students receive aid but the ones
who do get more than average. This is likely
because students attending JMU are wealthier
and need less aid. This makes it a challenge to
increase growth among minority populations.
Since 2010, JMU’s student body has become
more diverse, according to demographic
figures from the university. In 2010 Hispanic
undergraduates made up 3% of the total
population, and in 2020, that number has risen
to 7%, showing the largest jump of all ethnicities.
From 2010 to 2020, the Black undergraduate
population has only grown from 3.9% to 4.9%
and the Asian population has grown from 4.2%
to 4.7%.
Owusu-Ansah and Dean said admissions has
been reaching out to Harrisonburg communities
and professor-in-residence program schools
to attract underrepresented communities. He
added that the Hispanic community is increasing
in Virginia, which might also be a factor in the
increase in Hispanic students during the last
decade. Hispanic residents in Virginia made up
around 8% of the total population in 2010, and
now make up 9.37% in 2021, according to census
data.
“There have been some key programs you can
point to like professor residence, other places

where JMU is now visible in the schools in places
where we’ve not been as visible in the past,” Dean
said. “You’re also seeing the best marketing and
recruitment effort in how other students recruit
other students to JMU.”
But Dean said JMU admissions wasn’t
targeting a specific group and that its efforts were
to make JMU readily accessible for all students.
In addition to professor-in-residence
programs in Harrisonburg, which has a growing
Hispanic population, he said student recruitment
has expanded and has seen the greatest growth
in Northern Virginia and Virginia Beach, some
of the most diverse areas of the state.
“That’s kind of going to be the lion’s share of
our applicant pool and those who will come at
this time,” Dean said. “And so that we can see
where the population growth has happened in
those areas by race and how do we then make
sure we’re visible for those racial populations to
look at us as an opportunity to come into school.”
Expanding recruitment efforts don’t mean that
admissions isn’t reducing standards, OwusuAnsah said. JMU still admits students based on
high performance, and as a result, when ethnic
and racial diversity increases among the student
population, admissions standards don’t change.
“What we are doing is trying to create an
environment where our diverse students will
feel comfortable, an environment that actually
is welcoming, because the pressure that is not
seen as academic actually has academic impact,”
Owusu-Ansah said. “So, social segregation and
other kind of stuff need to be eliminated, so that
our students can perform at their best.”
In fact, Dean and Owusu-Ansah’s primary
job in the last 14 years is to ensure students
with diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds
felt welcome on campus through recruitment,
retention and community efforts.

Non-white populations from 2010-2020

Dean said the No. 1 aspect to fostering
a welcoming community is to knock down
barriers that don’t allow information to flow
to all populations and segments of the campus
community. He and Owusu-Ansah have
created workshop events, programs, meetings,
coordination support and have been intimately
involved in the process.
Dean said this is especially important
considering that Virginia alone in the next
decade will see a large, diverse student body
graduating from high school with a larger socioeconomic strata. This will result in students with
more financial need, and Dean expects financialaid packages with Pell grants and student loans
to increase.
“How would having students come that
might not have the same type of familiar family
support?” Dean said. “So, we’re going to have
to navigate how we help students integrate into
JMU that don’t have [families] who went to
college ahead of them.”
With a large, diverse student body graduating
from high school, Dean predicted JMU’s student
body will become more diverse within the next
10 years. He said there aren’t major economic
differences across racial groups at JMU, but
added that they’ll still have students looking for
a robust curriculum from diverse faculty.
“Ten years from now, those who replace us
and come up with new ideas and new energy
are going to think that we did very little, and
that they want to do something more,” OwusuAnsah said. “So, if I’m still around and I come
to JMU’s campus, I would like to see not only
a greater diversity of students, because that is
going to happen whether we like it or not, but
greater faculty diversity that can actually engage
our students in a more meaningful and diverse
ways. So, that’s my vision and my hope.”

PERCENT OF TOTAL

From 2010 to 2020, the white population fell from 79.1% to 75.2%. Meanwhile, here’s what happened among other ethnicities and races.
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its culture
How JMU’s history shaped

its culture
Darcus Johnson Hall, previously Jackson, was named after JMU’s first Black graduate, Sheary Darcus Johnson. Photo by Kailey Cheng

I

A look back on how blackface and Confederate-named buildings affected campus culture

t’s 1908 — JMU was established, and its
doors opened to white females a year
later. According to history professor Dr.
Margaret Mulrooney, early documents
promoted Harrisonburg as a rural white
community to attract incoming students, as
families were concerned about where they
were sending their daughters to. It’s also the
height of Jim Crow in the U.S. and in Virginia,
a Southern state.
“Are there ways in which that history perhaps
inadvertently still shapes the campus today?”
Mulrooney asked. “So, it is a diversity and an
access and inclusion question.”

Jim Crow, blackface and
the height of racism

The official alma mater of JMU was called
“Bluestone Hill,” reflecting the campus’
nickname. But, Mulrooney said there was an
unofficial song that plays the role the “Fight
Song” does today.
The song “Shendo Land,” sung to the tune
of “Dixie,” was a minstrel song that was sung
in racist dialect. Mulrooney said at JMU’s first
commencement ceremony, the students sang
both the official alma mater and “Shendo Land,”
with the lyrics for both written in the program.
Some of its lyrics included: “Oh, I wish I was
at de school in Shendo/ Good times dar don’t
seem to end, so/ look away, look away, look
away, Shendo Land.”
“Right from the beginning, there are all
the ways in which the culture on campus is
reflecting the broader culture,” Mulrooney

said. “There are still some people who are kind
of surprised that this is a thing, because we’ve
erased it from our cultural memory.”
Mulrooney said in the early 20th century,
blackface was popular and used as a way to raise
money for JMU student organizations. The Lee
Literary Society — named after the Confederate
General Robert E. Lee — sponsored readings,
talks and musical events through minstrelsy.
Dr. John Wayland — for whom Wayland
Hall is named — was the primary faculty
member responsible for history curriculum at
the time. Mulrooney said the curriculum was
racist, celebrated the Confederacy and the Lost
Cause narrative, which frames Southerners as
noble people defending their cause continuing
slavery. Wayland was also in charge of the
Excursion Committee, field trips that took
students to historic sites in and around campus,
such as the Turner Ashby monument that still
stands behind Sentara Field.

Birth of Confederatenamed buildings

Mulrooney said in 1917, Wayland proposed
the names for JMU Confederate-named
buildings, such as Ashby Hall, Maury Hall
and Jackson Hall. She said the buildings on
the Quad work together like a lesson plan —
for students to remember who Ashby was,
who Jackson was and more — and therefore,
commemorate the contribution these men
made to the Confederacy and Virginia history.
The task force Mulrooney was on had
held several campus dialogues and formal

opportunities for students to learn about JMU’s
history. Through this, she’s found that even
history majors who’d spent years in Jackson
Hall aren’t always familiar with what the names
mean.
Norman Jones, the student board of visitors
representative, said he was in the same boat,
surprised at who the names represented.
“For me, it’s a weird reminder that as great as
my time at JMU has been — and it’s really been
phenomenal — it’s still not ideal,” Jones said.
“You walk across the picturesque Quad and all
of these buildings are named after racist people,
people who [would] fiercely oppose you being
on this campus right now.”
In fall 2019, The JMU campus community
had the same debates that were happening all
over the country, which posed the question: Is
it appropriate for a public, diverse campus to
have buildings named for Confederate officials?
Mulrooney said there were people who
thought the names should change, and
others who believed they were a part of the
institution’s history. Others wondered if the
buildings can keep the names, but put signs
up, acknowledging that the university doesn’t
hold racist values.
“It’s an important question, because when
you name a building for a person, you are
celebrating, as I said, and commemorating
something about that individual,” Mulrooney
said.
But, right now, there’s no answer. Mulrooney
said the first step is to make people aware
of the situation before making a decision.
The community also must be aware of other

buildings on campus. Wilson Hall was named
after Woodrow Wilson, who oversaw segregation
in federal offices and removed civil-rights leader
William Monroe Trotter out of the Oval Office.
It’s more than the three buildings on the
Quad.
Jones said if the campus strives to expand
diversity and promote an inclusive community,
having the name of a person who actively
oppressed one and their history isn’t generating
the right message.
“Thankfully, Black students at JMU have
found a way to persevere and work to make
new changes that try to uplift in different ways,”
Jones said. “We find a way to make something
out of nothing.”

Black history and
integration at JMU

Jones is a JMU legacy — both his parents
attended JMU. He said he’s heard a number of
stories about Black history at JMU and how the
students and faculty dealt with integration.
He said from what he’s heard and experienced
during his time at JMU, the Black community
has been “tight-knit and connected” since they
made up a small percentage of the university in
the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s.
And, for a long time, the Black community
would be the only faces of diversity for JMU
and other universities. This resulted in greater
efforts from the university to bring in Black
students, and Jones said Dr. Ronald Carrier
made a huge effort to expand diversity in the
’80s and ’90s by supporting institutions striving
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to promote diversity on campus.
“You can ask pretty much any Black student,
Black alumni from JMU from 1972 up to 1996,
and they’d tell you that the way that JMU made
an incredible effort to personally reach out and
support Black students,” Jones said.
But Jones said he couldn’t imagine the
beginnings of integrating Black students and
faculty being easy regarding racial injustices.
Hearing experiences from different members of
Black faculty, Jones said people were once able
to count the number of Black people on campus.
Because of this, Black staff and students had
to cultivate their own group. He said his parents
attended protests during their days as students
and heard that some students had to fight for
having Martin Luther King Jr. Day off.
“It’s really inspiring,” Jones said. “When I
first started hearing about the bigger, broader
picture of Black history at JMU from my parents,
that’s when I had a new appreciation for this
university.”

A step forward

In October 2019, a new residence hall opened
named after Paul Jennings, a man enslaved by
James Madison. Jones said this was the first step
toward acknowledging that the namesake of the
university wasn’t a perfect person.
Jennings earned his freedom after Madison
died, worked in the Pension Office, raised a
family and purchased a home in Washington.
For Jones, naming the new hall after Jennings
shows that JMU is moving forward.
“This is why Paul Jennings Hall is a testament
to the imperfections … the racism of James
Madison,” Jones said. “Acknowledging that,
saying we’re trying to right this wrong is also a
way, I think, for JMU to say we are also trying to
right our wrongs as a university.”
Jones said instead of pushing aside Black
figures and Black history, this is one way to
present a message of diversity, even if JMU’s
student population and past cultures don’t

reflect it.
“If it comes with a new building that pays
homage to an incredible man with an incredible
story, that’s just the first step forward,” Jones said.
The experience for a student of color is
different than what it was in the late ’60s and
the early ’70s when integration first began. But,
Mulrooney said she and others still don’t know
what students knew about the Confederatenamed buildings. Every semester prior to the
name changes, there’d be people who walked
across the Quad not knowing who their academic
buildings were named for and what they meant.
“We should all be asking these questions,”
Mulrooney said. “Is it a signal that if we’re
oblivious — we, especially white people —
does that mean we’re oblivious to other things
on campus? Are there other things that aren’t
as obvious?”

Renaming the buildings

The conversation hadn’t ended there.
On June 7, 2020, the JMU Board of Visitors
approved the removal of the three Confederatenamed buildings on the Quad: Jackson, Ashby
and Maury. The signs in front of each building
were taken down and replaced with temporary
names.
This decision was made after Mulrooney and
JMU’s History and Context Committee provided
background on who the buildings were named
for. The committee also put out a survey to gather
input and feedback. According to Nick Langridge,
the vice president for university advancement,
President Jon Alger also recommended to the
Board of Visitors that the names be removed.
Mulrooney said the decision to remove
the names of the three Confederate officers’
names from buildings was important because
the university is recognizing that the buildings
symbolize racism and oppression.
“Removing those names, was a really
important and symbolic step forward, a way to
start saying, you know, we have to acknowledge

the actual history of the institution,” Mulrooney “What is the whole thing about kissing rocks we
said. “But, it’s bigger than just that. So, we’re were trying to communicate with that story? You
continuing to think about the way in which the know, we’ve got some gender problems here as
institution can acknowledge the harm that had well.”
been done.”
This spring, the Board of Visitors approved
Langridge said that there were two major new names for three buildings on the Quad
responses from the community: those who felt after prominent Black members of the JMU
that the university took too long to remove the community. These names would be more
consonant with
names, and those
who believed that
JMU’s contemporary
the renaming was
values and would
acknowledge the
too sudden.
“Thinking about
contributions
the future naming
o f Bl a ck p e o p l e
these buildings,
particularly.
we want to
Joanne and
represent people
Alexander Gabbin,
and ideals that are
Sheary Darcus
representative of
Johnson, Doris
our community
Harper Allen and
Robert Walker Lee
and are welcoming
were chosen after
to our students,”
Langridge said.
recommendations
In D e c e mb e r
were made by
2019, the History
senior leadership
and Context
in collaboration
with the Campus
Committee
History Committee.
recommended a
The Gabbins were
Campus History
recognized as
Committee, which
outstanding faculty
will make efforts to Dr. Margaret Mulrooney
members at JMU
acknowledge and History professor
for more than 25 years.
critically examine
JMU’s institutional ties to “slavery, segregation, Johnson, who graduated in 1970, was JMU’s
racism and discrimination.”
first Black student and graduate. Allen and Lee
Then in February 2020, Mulrooney said the are “unsung heroes” in dining services and
Campus History Committee recommended maintenance respectively.
the institution to review the way it describes
“Those of us who are working on campus
its history in admission tours, especially history, we all recognize that the names of
considering the way it portrayed early women buildings are powerful symbols, but they’re not
the end result,” Mulrooney said. “The name of a
students.
“Why are we constantly representing the building is a symbolic act; it’s not actual history.
women who attended Madison College as being Actual history is what the work of the committee
focused on getting married?” Mulrooney said. is about.”

“Removing those names,
was a really important
and symbolic step
forward, a way to start
saying, you know, we
have to acknowledge
the actual history of the
institution.”

Photos courtesy of Margaret Mulrooney

The 1917 yearbook featured a multi-page spread on the Senior Minstrels.

Each year, John Wayland took students to where Ashby fell in 1862.
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“It’s just kind of been
a numbing feeling,
like, my university
isn’t diverse and it’s
unfortunate, and I really
don’t know what I can
do about it.”
David John Fernandez
Kinesiology major

Photos by Kailey Cheng

David John Fernandez came from Salem High School in Virginia Beach, one of the top 10% diverse schools in the state.

Kinesiology student David John Fernandez reflects on what it’s like
settling into a place with less racial diversity as a gay person of color

F

or alumnus David John Fernandez
(’20), being a racial minority on
campus was unnerving. Walking
across campus, Fernandez noticed
that most students passing by don’t look like
him. His darker skin easily stood out in a crowd
of JMU students, but even more so sitting in his
kinesiology classes.
“I mostly noticed [the lack of diversity] in
my major because class size is getting smaller,”
Fernandez, a kinesiology major, said. “So, it just
kind of became more evident and clear to me
that, like, I’m kind of an outsider.”
Fernandez hailed from Virginia Beach,
and attended a performing arts academy
called Salem High School, which he said was
“extremely diverse.” In fact, it’s in the top 10%
of the most diverse public schools in Virginia.
Coming from a place of high diversity, entering
JMU became a culture shock.
Sometimes, Fernandez was the only person of
color in his class, which feels alienating, lonely.
“I’m also a gay male, so that’s sometimes a
very awkward bridge to cross if it ever comes up,”
Fernandez said. “But other than that … it’s just

feeling like I’m one of the very few people with
more melanin in their skin than pretty much
anyone else in my major.”
Fernandez said he feels more welcome
and comfortable outside the JMU bubble —
in Harrisonburg itself — especially since the
city is home to immigrants from more than 60
countries. He enjoys interacting with townies
and engaging with a more racially diverse
community than on campus.
“Definitely anywhere else I’ll feel awkward,”
Fernandez said. “Like, do I look like a gay man?
Or is it because I’m darker than you?”
The JMU culture shock made Fernandez yearn
for his hometown his freshman year. Despite
these feelings, he said he’s especially thankful
for his roommate, senior media arts and design
major Jonah Howells, and being a member of the
Marching Royal Dukes as he settled into college
life. His peers were supportive of Fernandez’s
sexuality, and Fernandez said Howells was his
“hype man” that year.
“I always listened to what he had to say,”
Howells said. “There were a lot of nights with
us sitting down and just hashing it out. I think

the dating scene for him was very hard … he had
high standards. I think of him trying to find a
partner at JMU was especially difficult for him.”
Eventually, Fernandez started a relationship
with someone closer to home. In the spring
of 2020, his boyfriend, RJ Hendricks, moved
in with him in Harrisonburg. Hendricks is a
Black gay man from Hampton, and ultimately,
Fernandez was nervous for him. He didn’t want
his boyfriend to go through the same culture
shock he did.
But Hendricks, having lived in places like
New Mexico and Europe, didn’t feel it. Instead,
Harrisonburg felt more familiar, and he likes to
look at it without being afraid of judgment.
“There are definitely fears of discrimination
or, of course, worst-case scenario, violence,”
Hendricks said. “I don’t really try to focus
my fear on that. I believe what you focus on
becomes your reality.”
Hendricks hopes to bring Fernandez peace
with his identity in a place like JMU, where he
feels like an outcast.
“What I would try to convey to him is that you
don’t have to be a central point in your ‘culture,’”

Hendricks said. “I think what’s best to do is to
focus on you as an individual, because for me,
at the end of the day, it’s not necessarily about
the person and their race, their ethnicity, their
sexuality and things like that. It’s about you as
an individual.”
Fernandez said he wishes that JMU would
advertise cultural clubs and organizations such
as Filipino Americans at Madison (FAM) and
Black Student Alliance (BSA) more often. He
also didn’t know about the Center for Global
Engagement coming in.
“All of [those cultural organizations] are really
student initiatives and I don’t see a lot of JMU
behind them,” Fernandez said. “JMU can only
spread itself out so much, but culture clubs and
things, they’re very important.”
For now, Fernandez said he and other
minorities must accept JMU for what it is.
“For a lot of [minorities], we’ve gotten to this
point where it’s like, well that’s just JMU, you
know?” Fernandez said. “It’s just kind of been a
numbing feeling, like, my university isn’t diverse
and it’s unfortunate, and I really don’t know
what I can do about it.”
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Culture
shock
Link (left) and Nagamine have bonded over their love for cooking.

Japanese international student Toshiki Nagamine struggles to fit in at an American college

T

oshiki Nagamine taps his foot
anxiously in his communication
studies class. The assignment:
Read an article and discuss it with
the class. It’s a simple task for everyone else,
but Nagamine must focus all his brainpower
on the words in front of him. English isn’t just
another language. It’s another shape, another
direction — nothing like the right-to-left flow
of Japanese, his native tongue.
He reads the first page as fast as he can, but
it’s no good. His eyes wander the room. Other
students are already finishing the second
page.
He’s now reading as quickly as possible.
He lets out a sigh as his eyes scan the last
sentence of the front page. He flips the page to
the other side, but it’s still no good. He looks
up. Everyone’s been finished, and the class
discussion has already started.
Nagamine, a Japanese international student
who’s studied at JMU since 2017, said that even
though he’s at the point where he doesn’t use
Japanese in his brain anymore, he still needs
more time to develop his English language
skills.
“International students are just hatched
from egg,” Nagamine said, comparing his

“Things didn’t go as
planned. ’Cause it was
tough. It’s tough for
international students
to go through American
college and then
graduate on time.”
Toshiki Nagamine

Japanese international student

situation to the Pokémon video game.
“Whereas just regular Americans, locals,
they’re already Level 20.”
The communication studies major was born
and raised in Okinawa, Japan, and expected to
stay on the island his whole life.
Then, he failed his college entrance exams.
His father had an idea. He reminded his
son about one of Nagamine’s lifelong dreams:
Studying English in America.
It became his new plan. Nagamine would
learn English in America, return to Japan to
retake the entry exams and attend a Japanese
college. But after he graduated from the
English Language Institute at George Mason
University in the summer of 2013, he changed
his mind. An aspiring business student, he
realized America had better opportunities for
business school than Japan.
After graduating from Northern Virginia
Community College in 2016, Nagamine chose
JMU for its prestigious College of Business
program. It wasn’t that easy, though. He
ended up changing his major twice — from
business, to hospitality and management,
to communication studies — all while
experiencing culture shock and learning
to break the language barrier. His English
improved significantly from attending ELI, but
it wasn’t perfect.
Nagamine underwent an identity crisis
while switching majors. He chose to stay in
America solely for its business programs, but
he wasn’t a business student anymore.
Nagamine was also concerned about fitting
in at a school of over 20,000 students — over
70% being white — as a Japanese man. In all
his major classes of 20-30 people, he’s the only
international student.
“When I came here, like, people already
had communities and bubbles, you know —
people to hang out with,” Nagamine said. “I’m
Asian and kind of a minority here. I’m one
Asian in a sea of hundreds of people.”
One afternoon, he stopped by the ABC store
to pick up a bottle of vodka. He was looking
up and down the shelves when a group of
girls entered. One started to walk down the
same narrow aisle Nagamine stood in, but

after a single glance at him, she hesitated to
step forward.
Her friend asked, “Why are you so hesitant?”
He wondered if the girl was afraid of him,
simply because of his appearance.
“I’m just a man,” Nagamine said. “Just a
person.”
He said the words people choose make
him anxious, even if they’re not intentionally
racist. In these situations, he feels like “the
other,” and as a result, he misses Japan more.
He described it as a place of “one color and
one race.”
He often misses his parents, too. Around
7,635 miles separate Nagamine and his family,
while most other students can take a car or
bus ride home if they need to. It’s another level
of homesickness, being oceans away.
With only the occasional phone or video
call, he yearns to go home. But for the past
two years, he hasn’t been able to. Nagamine’s
family can’t afford a plane ticket. Since he’s
not graduating in four years as planned, most
of the money is going into the extra years of his
education.
Jonathan Kratz, director of International
Student & Scholar Services (ISSS), said JMU
currently offers limited financial assistant
specifically for international students, and as
a result, one of the top reasons they leave is
due to financial reasons. Nagamine is 100%
financially supported by his parents, but
they’re struggling because to pay off an extra
two years of tuition.
“Things didn’t go as planned,” Nagamine
said. “’Cause it was tough. It’s tough for
international students to go through American
college and then graduate on time. I definitely
have some struggles, so it didn’t work. It’s
getting financially tight.”
Kratz also said that aside from the normal
challenges of college life like finances, time
management and study skills, international
students must adjust to a new culture. Many
come to the country not understanding
cultural references, which is why it can be
helpful to befriend American students.
“It’s often important to find friends to feel
connected,” Kratz said. “Being so far from

home can be isolating.”
Nagamine has seen this to be true, saying
his roommates are part of his best memories
in America. He moved to Southview in his
sophomore year with random roommates.
He smiles, remembering the shenanigans that
took place on his move-in day.
The front door was wide open, there were
people crammed in the living room, the TV
was on, the music was blasting and Nagamine
stood wide-eyed in the doorway, holding a
suitcase and a bulky bag of rice on his shoulder.
“So first impression was terrible, Naji,”
Nagamine said to his roommate Naji Link, a
senior political science major.
Those first few months when he finished
classes for the day, he’d go straight to his room
without speaking to anybody. He was shy, and
knowing his English wasn’t perfect, he didn’t
want to feel awkward — even with small talk.
Slowly but surely, Nagamine began to warm
up to his roommates.
It all started with a love for fried rice.
Link, formerly a kitchen manager at a
country club, said Nagamine has taught him
a “load” about cooking, especially Asian-style
cuisine. Link said his fried rice used to be
terrible, until he began observing Nagamine
cook the same dish, loving the way it turned
out every time.
“It’s fire,” Link said, and Nagamine laughed
in response. “We like to eat, so we’re always
cooking and learning to cook new stuff.”
Now, Nagamine feels comfortable at
home. One can find him lounging on the
couch playing PlayStation games with his
roommates, dancing in his living room on a
Saturday night or watching “South Park” with
Link instead of doing homework.
In his bedroom, there’s a painting that
sits on his top-shelf — a gift from his uncle.
Nagamine looks at it every morning when he
wakes up, and each night before he goes to
bed. He holds its message, written in Japanese
characters, close to his heart.
“Try and embed yourself into the culture or
the country you go to,” it reads, translated to
English. “You can die anywhere, so try to make
the place you die your home.”
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Nagamine said international students don’t usually graduate in four years.
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BLM protests took place in Harrisonburg during summer 2020 as a response to a national outcry over racial injustices.

Graphic by Kailey Cheng

Students respond to national and local racial injustices

D

ukes took to the streets of
Harrisonburg to protest racial
injustices this past summer
after police officer Derek
Chauvin killed George Floyd by kneeling
on his neck for 8 minutes and 46 seconds.
Floyd’s death, Breonna Taylor’s — who was
shot in her apartment by police — and many
others’ ignited a worldwide conversation
about systemic oppression and racism.
According to a research article titled,
“Risk of being killed by police use of force in
the United States by age, race-ethnicity, and
sex,” about 1 in every 1,000 Black men can
expect to be killed by police.
Additionally, the same study found
that Black men are two and a half times
more likely than white men to be killed by

law enforcement during their lifetime. In
another criminology study, “A Bird’s Eye
View of Civilians Killed by Police in 2015,”
Blacks people who were fatally shot by
police were twice as likely as white people
to be unarmed.
These events have also opened up a
forum for conversation here on campus.
JMU is classified as a predominantly white
institution (PWI) with over 70% white
students enrolled in fall 2020. Some students
believe JMU and organizations on campus
need to do better with implementing
diversity and standing with Black students.
“Our sorority only made statements the
week of [Floyd’s] death,” Deija Bowden, a
social work major, said. “And then after that,
it was nothing. And then when I addressed

that in front of our chapter facilitator, one of
them goes … ‘I can see the negative effects
of that on the business side; we can’t just
make those statements every week.’ It’s
disgusting.”
Jessica Goodman, a theater major, said
being from Baltimore, Maryland, the Black
Lives Matter protests felt surreal to her living
through the Freddie Gray protests in 2015.
She attended an all-Black theater
program at her community college and said
she learned about Black oppression as the
only white student. Going to the Black Lives
Matter protests, she felt like she could take
the information she learned and apply it to
current events, and help educate her friends
at JMU.
Goodman said that from her experience

in the theater program, her Black peers
told her she should be using her voice and
privilege to elevate the Black community.
“I think hearing that from them … that
really changed my perspective on the
movement and my perspective on my role
as a white person in order to push forward
and to elevate black voices,” Goodman said.
“I was happy to use my privilege to help
educate people.”
Bowden said she doesn’t think the Black
Lives Matter movement has been addressed
well at JMU. She believes that campus
organizations want to protect their image.
“That’s what their fear is,” Bowden said.
“It’s political to the point where they don’t
want to say that or do the right thing because
they don’t want to lose their main funding.

MOMENTUM
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Holly Ramia said performative activism has been a common issue with the Black Lives Matter movement, especially with the surge of social media posts. Breeze File Photos

It’s very sad; it’s like to the point where
this year, we all agreed that as Black
people, people, we’re not taking any
bullshit.”
Holly Ramia, a music education
and psychology double major, said
she feels that many people have been
performative when addressing Black
Lives Matter.
The Black experience is something
that may be overlooked on campus.
Goodman said JMU is a campus
that alienates Black students, and
the fact that buildings are still
named after racist figures such as
Woodrow Wilson makes her friends
of color uncomfortable. (Wilson
had segregated federal agencies and
removed a key civil-rights leader from
the white house while president.)
“I think it’s important that we
recognize that we are a predominantly
white institution and we look at the
systems that are in place that made it
that way,” Goodman said. “It’s really
alienating to be a Black student at
JMU and we want to make it so it’s
less alienating to be in opposition.”
As a Black student, Bowden said
when she transferred to JMU, she was

stereotyped from the start. She was
seen as “the girl who wears fake hair
and talks different.” After undergoing
racial struggles in her sorority as
the only Black member, Bowden’s
mother suggested she join a sorority
of The Divine Nine, the umbrella
organization comprising historically
African-American Greek Life.
“Why do we have to be forced to join
those [African-American] sororities
because the white ones can’t accept
us?” Bowden said.
Despite
fostering
meaningful
relationships on campus, Bowden
said she’s also made bad ones,
realizing it’s because of her skin color.
She thinks people stereotype her
based on her race. Bowden currently
works two jobs and owns a dog while
enrolled as a full-time student.
“I look tired, but they stereotyped
me as a stoner Black girl,” Bowden
said. “So, it’s always been frustrating
for me here … the minute you speak
your truth in your own intellect, it’s
called ‘aggressive’ as a Black woman.”
With the Black Lives Matter
conversation gaining momentum
on campus, Bowden said she feels

like Black allies are talking about
the wrong topics. She said that
they’re specifically missing out on
learning about the foundations of
racism, such as microaggressions and
stereotyping.
“They just jump to, ‘Hey repost
this petition,’ but they don’t know
anything about it,” Bowden said. “It’s
just all repost, repost rather than
starting with [the] fundamentals of it.”
Ramia said that as an ally, she’s been
self-reflecting on ways she could’ve
unintentionally been racist. She also
said many people make jokes about
different races without realizing it,
for example, through “Blaccent,” the
vernacular used among Black people.
“That’s simply like appropriation,
you know,” Ramia said. “We’re just
asking ourselves, what are ways that
we appropriate the Black community
or, kind of, take advantage of their
creativity while also at the same time,
you know, like, realizing that that
takes away from their culture.”
Looking into the future, Ramia and
Bowden both hope that JMU fosters
a fully inclusive and welcoming
campus for the Black community.

“I think it’s
important that we
recognize that we
are a predominantly
white institution
and we look at the
systems that are in
place that made it
that way.”
Jessica Goodman
Theater major
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“One of my favorite
things about JMU is
the people. Everyone
they meet, they always
say ‘Hi.’ People at JMU
especially nowadays ...
their eyes are a lot more
open and they kind of
see past your disability.”
Joshua Jurack

Intelligence analysis major

Photos by Kailey Cheng

Due to COVID-19, the Office of Disabilities Services is offering remote accommodations for those who need them.

Dukes on wheelchairs share their perspective of JMU’s campus and accessibility

T

homas Kidd rolled up to the elevator
in Maury Hall and sighed. He
couldn’t reach the buttons, which
were too high for him to reach. He
wondered what to do next — he couldn’t be late
for class.
“Stairs definitely aren’t an option,” he said. His
wheelchair wouldn’t allow that.
Another student approaches and presses
the button for Kidd. He’s thankful, as someone
usually helps him when he’s unable to do it
himself, but he said it’d be a lot more convenient
if it wasn’t an issue in the first place.
Kidd, a history major, was born with Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, a rare degenerative disease
in which one’s muscles get progressively weaker
over time. He was able to walk until sixth grade,
when he started using a wheelchair.
“The biggest thing about this is definitely
constant change, ” Kidd said. “Recently, it’s
gotten harder to do certain things.”
He used to be able to participate in physical
education activities at school, and even take a
sip of a drink without using a straw, but he no
longer can.
Kidd said that if he could make JMU’s campus
more accessible, he’d make the elevator and

automatic door buttons functional and at a
reachable level. But, JMU currently follows ADA
mandates that have a standard of buttons being
42 inches away from the floor.
He also said he’d add more ramps to certain
buildings, such as Wilson Hall, since the only
ramp is in the back of the iconic building. The
building also received a major $16 million
renovation in 2019.
“It’s not that big of an issue, but I do feel like
it’s kind of strange that everyone else can go
through the front of Wilson,” Kidd said. “Like,
they renovated the whole place.”
Intelligence analysis major Joshua Jurack,
who also uses a wheelchair because of
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, agreed that
JMU should implement more easy-to-find
ramps. According to Jurack, some ramps are
identifiable, but he’s had to research others
since some of the older buildings aren’t as
accessible.
As a freshman, Jurack hasn’t faced major
physical barriers so far, especially since
most of his work is online, making it easier
for him to complete. He also said his peers
have been accepting and inclusive of people
with disabilities, and that the JMU Office of

Disabilities Services is a helpful resource.
According to Joy Martin, the assistant
director and learning strategies coordinator
of ODS, the office is working to make web,
learning materials and campus events more
accessible, especially considering the major
switch to online learning with COVID-19.
Some remote accommodations, which
can be administered by instructors or ODS
staff remotely, include extended exam times
on Canvas, usage of text-to-speech software,
enlarged text, scribes and interpreters on Zoom.
“A c c e s s i b i l i t y i s a c a m p u s - w i d e
responsibility,” Martin said. “This is why we
have so many partners and cultivate advocates
from all parts of JMU to further a culture of
accessibility and inclusion for all people at
JMU.”
The social aspect of JMU makes Kidd feel
welcome at JMU. He said he’s part of clubs, such
as Madison Disability Inclusion Group and
JMU’s cosplay guild. At Madison DIG, he’s able
to bring his perspective into the conversation
about accessibility on campus, and at cosplay
guild meetings, he can share his passion for
sewing and building costumes.
“There’s a lot of people that are willing to help

me,” Kidd said. “I have a lot of friends willing
to basically do whatever I need, which is nice.”
Jurack said his professors are some of the
most accommodating people he’s met on
campus. They’ve let him choose where he’s
most comfortable sitting in classrooms and
have been cooperative with extended office
hours. He said classes in general have been
adapted to fit his needs.
“It’s kind of like also teaching us how to
advocate for ourselves and tell people what
we need,” Jurack said, referring to asking for
accommodations through Disability Services.
If there was something that could be
improved within JMU, Jurack said it would be
increasing awareness for social activities among
the community of people with disabilities.
He said he’s made friends in classes, but is
interested in engaging with other students with
disabilities.
“For the most part, I’ve been really happy
with how accessible [campus] is,” Jurack said.
“One of my favorite things about JMU is the
people. Everyone they meet, they always say
‘Hi.’ People at JMU especially nowadays ... their
eyes are a lot more open and they kind of see
past your disability.”

Two Dukes discuss what it's like to be part of the LGBTQ community on campus

W

hen Dylan Marti saw that his
JMU acceptance letter used his
preferred name, “Dylan,” his
heart started to pound. He said
other Virginia schools didn’t use that name
and was thankful JMU had the option to use a
preferred name for incoming emails and other
university-related information addressed to
Marti.
Yet, when Marti, an intelligence analysis major
who was born female but now identifies as male,
arrived at JMU, the name “Dylan” didn’t appear
on his JACard, so he was reminded of a name he
didn’t go by each time he swiped into his dorm
building or handed it to a dining-hall employee.
“I wish the preferred name showed up on more
stuff,” Marti said. “But, in general, people in JMU
are pretty good.”
Despite feeling uncomfortable having to live in
a hall with females, Marti said his resident adviser
was respectful of his pronouns. He’d reached out
to his roommate before moving in, who was
accepting, but her family wasn’t. So, when her
parents were around, he’d ask himself, “How
much do I want to fight for my identity today?”

“Being involved in a lot of queer spaces,
sometimes I forget not everyone has the baseline
knowledge that some people are trans,” Marti
said. “Not everyone knows about it or recognizes
trans people are around. That’s where a lot of
difficulties come in.”
Marti said he enjoys going to the Lavender
Lounge in the Student Success Center, a safe
space for LGBTQ-identifying students, and is
part of Madison Equality, a student group that
promotes acceptance of all gender identities and
expressions and sexual orientations. He called the
JMU LGBTQ community “tight-knit,” and a place
where he could go to feel support from people
who’ve experienced similar challenges.
Miranda Touchstone, a history major and
treasurer of Madison Equality, said she’s
participated in conversations in the Lavender
Lounge where everyone can feel included, and
even found a roommate through talking to
students there. The community’s support has
navigated her through difficult times, especially
during her first year at JMU transitioning as a trans
female.
“I also had a few times where people would call

me names when just walking along,” Touchstone
said. “They’d think I couldn’t hear because I’d
have earbuds in. But, I could see them looking
at me and I turn the volume down. I get a lot of
stares.”
At the beginning of Touchstone’s transition, she
said, she’d tell her professors her preferred name,
and most of them were fine with it, except one.
Touchstone said this professor wasn’t welcoming
and never used her preferred name.
She felt stuck and said she had no idea what to
do. Eventually, she figured out she could report
the professor to the Office of Equal Opporunity
and ended up doing so.
“I feel like it would’ve been nice if JMU had
made it more obvious that I can report people,”
Touchstone said. “I just wish I had that knowledge
ahead of time and it was more well-known.”
Marti said a challenge he’s faced is feeling
safe as a queer person in Harrisonburg, outside
of JMU’s campus. He said the city is more
conservative than Northern Virginia where he’s
from, which is something he’s not used to.
“I don’t think I’m in danger or anything, but it’s
a little scarier to hop on the bus and go shopping

on Sunday, and see NRA stickers on trucks,
Confederate flags around,” Marti said.
Marti and Touchstone agree that JMU and other
universities should implement LGBTQ topics into
general education, so students and professors get
a better understanding of the community.
Touchstone said she took a psychology class
and felt like it was focused on heterosexual people
and wished it was more inclusive.
“I definitely think that’s a big deal,” Touchstone
said. “Especially in the medical field and any
human service field, you should know about these
things, because like, you’re gonna deal with every
type of person eventually, so you should know
about them.”
Marti said LGBTQ issues are a more recent topic
in society, especially considering the legalization
of same-sex marriage in the U.S. happening in
2015. He hopes that over time, there’ll be more
exposure and advocacy for LGBTQ people.
“I think the most important thing is you have to
advocate for yourself,” Marti said. “You have to be
the one to go out there and advocate for yourself
because other people are not gonna know what
you want, or what to do.”
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“You have to be the
one to go out there
and advocate for
yourself because
other people are not
gonna know what
you want, or what
to do.”
Dylan Marti

Intelligence analysis major

Courtesy of Dylan Marti

“For me personally, I’d
say overall, I haven’t
had too many bad
encounters. I don’t
feel uncomfortable
being able to say I’m
a female engaged to
another female.”
Miranda Touchstone
History major

Courtesy of Miranda Touchstone
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A timeline of
diversity advocacy

History of the Center for
Multicultural Student Services

1985

1986

1987

1992

JMU Student Affairs hired
a full-time assistant dean of
students/director of minority
affairs. This position was tasked
with creating opporunities for
ethnic minorities, specifically
African-American students.

The Office of Minority Student
Affairs directed the Virginia
Student Transition Program
that made efforts to retain and
recruit ethnic minority students
at JMU.

The office was renamed “Office
of Minority Student Life,” and
the scope of its programs were
expanded. The office solidified
relationships with multicultural
student organizations through
involvement and programs.

The office officially became the
Center for Multicultural Student
Services (CMSS) and incrased
student services. The spring
of 1992 saw an increase in
programs, services and staff.

1999

2005

2006

2007

The center was renamed
the Center for Multicultural/
International Student Services
(CMISS) to include international
student development.

The international sector moved
to a new office, and the center
refocused its efforts on ethnic
and cultural programming,
changing the name once again
to CMSS.

New Officer’s Leadership
Program emerges to
support first-year students of
multicultural backgrounds.
These students attended
leadership conferences.

CMSS adds Vietnamese
Student Association, Chinese
Student Association,
Multicultural Women for
Change and Greek Life
organizations.

2009

2014

2017

2019

The Black Latino Greek
Caucus (BLGC) became the
Inter-Cultural Greek Council
(I.C.G.C.).

CMSS was relocated to
Madison Union, Suite 207. The
office includes workstations
for D.E.E.P. Impact student
staff and Work Study and
Insitutional student staff.

A three-credit course,
HRD 101/201: Exploring
Multicultural Competence
for Effective Facilitation, is
designed by CMSS through a
collaboration with the College
of Education.

A new position, the associate
director for multicultural
programs and engagement, is
added to CMSS. D.E.E.P. Impact
was approved to be completely
funded as a permanent budget
item through the center.

SOURCE:
Center for Multicultural
Student Services

RESOURCES
For racial minorities

Student Success Center, a safe space for LGBTQ
identities and a place for students to hang out
and meet new friends. The resource library in the
lounge has more than 1,500 books and resources
students can check out confidentially.

CMSS promotes diversity at JMU by retaining
students of color through programs, services and
activities. It strives to help students of color adjust
to life at JMU and succeed academically. The
center was established in the spring of 1992 as a
hub of activity to spread diversity at the university.
Today, it’s located in Madison Union and students
are welcome to its resources. CMSS also supports
44 multicultural student organizations in realms
of diversity, religion, service, Greek Life and
academia.

Madison Equality

Center for Multicultural Student
Services (CMSS)

Center for Global
Engagement (CGE)

CGE encourages students to understand
issues across the world, engage in the global
community and commit to sharing and learning
from international experiences. It houses study
abroad programs as well as international student
services.

Black Alumni Chapter

JMU’s Black Alumni Chapter looks to “recruit,
retain and ensure successful matriculation
of African American students,” and strives to
maintain a strong connection between current
Black students and alumni.

This is JMU’s LGBTQ student organization
that promotes acceptance of all gender identities
and expressions and sexual orientations through
education and awareness. Established in the ’70s,
it’s JMU’s oldest LGBTQ organization and is open
to anyone who supports equality and queer rights.

For people with
disabilties

Office of Disability Services (ODS)

ODS provides resources and services to create
an inclusive and accessible environment for
people with disabilities. It offers accessible media
and technology, exam accommodation services,
a note taking program, accessible labs, HDTP
paratransit, interpreter services and more.

For those of all
faith and religious
backgrounds

Furious Flower Poetry Center

JMU Interfaith Coalition

The Furious Flower Poetry Center is the
nation’s first academic center for Black poetry.
The center puts on programming to cultivate and
appreciate for Black poetry among JMU students.
It also supports and promotes Black poets and
preserves the history of Black poets.

The Interfaith Coalition works to facilitate a
mutual understanding and acceptance of all
religions and world views. The Interfaith Chapel,
established in 2002, provides a quiet, safe space
for all, regardless of faith. It’s open to students,
faculty, staff and visitors.

For LGBTQ
community

For mental health

Photos by Kailley Cheng

Counseling Center

Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity
& Expression (SOGIE) Programming
SOGIE works to implement diversity
through education, support and advocacy, and
reiterates the importance of inclusivity for sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression. It
brings awareness to events such as Coming Out
Monologues, Transgender Day of Remembrance
and Out on Campus.

Lavender Lounge

SOGIE houses the Lavender Lounge in the

JMU’s Counseling Center, located on the third
floor of SSC, offers professional mental health
services for students with individual and group
counseling. The center is committed to respecting
students of diverse backgrounds. All students are
eligible to make an appointment.

JMU Active Minds

JMU’s chapter of Active Minds invites open
conversations about mental health, working
to fight the stigma surrounding mental health
disorders. The organization is open to all students
with goals to broaden perspectives on mental
health topics.

CMSS ORGANIZATIONS
African Student Organization
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi Sorority Inc.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
Asian Student Union
BIOSOC: Biology Students of Color
Black Student Alliance
Brothers of a New Direction
Chinese Student Association
Contemporary Gospel Choir
C.U.R.L.S
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
Esteem Models
Filipino Americans at Madison
Fostering Abyssinia
Grupo Candela
Hermandad de Sigma Iota Alpha Inc.
Hillel Counselorship

Inter-Cultural Greek Council
International Student Association
JMU Muslim Student Association
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.
Korean Student Association
La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon
Lambda Fraternity, Inc.
Lambda Phi Epsilon Fraternity Inc.
Latinx Student Alliance
Mozaic Dance Team
National Organization of Minority
Architecture Students
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
National Society of Black Engineers
National Society of Minorities in
Hospitality
Native American Student Union

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.
QUEST: Queers United in Educating
Stem Together
Scholars Latino Initiative at JMU
Shades of Pride
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
Sigma Lambda Upsilon, Senoritas
Latinas Unidas
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers
Students for Minority Outreach
TORCH: Together We Obtain
Resources for College Together
Vietnemese Student Association
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Breeze file photo
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• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •
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